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Abstract 
 

This thesis seeks to explore the roles of cultural art performances in the daily lives of Amsterdam Syrian 

refugees. Through the theoretical approach of cultural flow and closure, I will illustrate how the 

displacements of Syrian refugees as a consequence of the civil war in Syria, and their resettlements in 

the city of Amsterdam, have resulted in transformations of their experienced identity and belonging. 

Moreover, it has shaped the way in which the society they resettled in, perceives them. Through an 

understanding of cultural practices as a way to express identities, I will analyse the cultural arts that 

Syrian artists are publicly performing in the creative field in Amsterdam. In doing so, this thesis will 

focus on the ways in which these Syrians are trying to acquire a position within Dutch society through 

engaging in processes of ‘identity politics’. I will argue that through mobilizing a variety of cultural art 

forms, these Syrians are marking their identities, trying to make sense of themselves as Syrians living 

in Amsterdam. Furthermore, they are taking part in processes of ‘politics of recognition’, in which the 

arts are mobilized to deal with the contrasting ways that society perceives them. I will argue that these 

mobilizations eventually contribute to their sense of belonging, in their search for a new, stable ‘home’. 

 

Keywords: Identity, belonging, cultural art performances, politics of recognition, cultural identity 

politics. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Approximately since the year 2007, hundreds of thousands of refugees have been fleeing their home 

countries in the Middle-East and Africa due to conflict and war to find a safe haven. Since the outbreak 

of the Syrian civil war in 2011, the magnitude of these refugee flows reached their peak. In 2015, over 

a million refugees, predominantly from Syria, applied for asylum in the European Union.1 As a result, 

the European Union declared the so-called ‘European refugee crisis’. On the grounds of this ‘crisis’, 

refugees were denoted as a problem and a threat, which facilitated the restrictive admission of 

immigrants from outside Europe. This thesis concerns a specific dimension of this ‘crisis’, namely: the 

manifestation of Syrian refugees in Amsterdam.  

 In the Netherlands, more than 50.000 people requested asylum in 2015, but only 33.000 got 

granted residency. Among those were 22.000 Syrians, fleeing the devastating war in their country.2 As 

this war is still ensuing today, Syrian refugee flows, although more moderate, continue to exist. At the 

dawn of 2020, more than 100.000 Syrians were living in the Netherlands.3 Here, growing numbers of 

displaced Syrians are making their way towards urban areas, seeking their new homes in the capital of 

the country: the city of Amsterdam.4 

The forced displacements, journeys and resettlement of Syrian refugees in Amsterdam have 

challenged everything that was once self-evident to them, “their way of life, status, wealth, power, 

places, people, … language and culture” (Hadjivanni, 2002, p. 1). For many Syrians, becoming part of 

a new society has therefore transformed the ways in which they understand themselves. The Dutch 

society they are now part of, on the other hand, perceives them in the distrustful context of the refugee 

narrative that has been established as the result of the so-called ‘European refugee crisis’. Consequently, 

the unfolding daily lifeworld of these Syrians challenges their sense of a ‘stable’ identity. How do they 

relate themselves to this culture with diverging norms and values that perceives them in a contrasting 

way? How does this influence the way they understand their own identity, and what does this mean for 

their experience of ‘home’? These are all questions that shape the realities of Syrians living in 

Amsterdam. In fact, Pegy, one of my participants, defined it as: ‘Living here, I do have a lot of identity 

issues’.5 

 
1 European Commission (2016). Asylum in the EU Member States. Retrieved from: 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7203832/3-04032016-APEN.pdf/790eba01-381c-4163-bcd2-

a54959b99ed6  
2 CBS (2020). Asiel en integratie 2020. Retrieved from: https://www.cbs.nl/-

/media/_pdf/2020/16/asielenintegratie2020_web.pdf  
3 CBS (2020). Bevolking; geslacht, leeftijd, generatie en migratieachtergrond, 1 januari. Retrieved from: 

https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/dataset/37325/table?fromstatweb 
4 VluchtelingenWerk Nederland (2019). Vluchtelingen in getallen 2019. Retrieved 

from: https://www.vluchtelingen 

werk.nl/sites/default/files/Vluchtelingenwerk/Cijfers/20190722_vwn_vluchtelingen-in-getallen.pdf   
5 Interview with Pegy, 30 January 2020. 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7203832/3-04032016-APEN.pdf/790eba01-381c-4163-bcd2-a54959b99ed6
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/7203832/3-04032016-APEN.pdf/790eba01-381c-4163-bcd2-a54959b99ed6
https://www.cbs.nl/-/media/_pdf/2020/16/asielenintegratie2020_web.pdf
https://www.cbs.nl/-/media/_pdf/2020/16/asielenintegratie2020_web.pdf
https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/dataset/37325/table?fromstatweb
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In recent years, the presence of Amsterdam Syrian refugees has become increasingly visible. Within the 

city, growing numbers of cultural expressions, locations and events that are related to Syrian culture are 

occurring. Many Syrian artists are performing cultural arts in the public domain that are related to 

cultural practices such as theatre, literature, poetry, storytelling, film, photography, art, music, and 

dance. Following Adam Kuper’s understanding of cultural practices such as arts as a way to express 

identity, these public participations suggests that Syrian ‘creatives’ are actively trying to engage in 

public debates about their identities (Kuper, 1999). Because, what does it mean being a Syrian refugee 

living in the city of Amsterdam?  

 In this thesis, based on three months of fieldwork in Amsterdam, I seek to explore the role of 

these public cultural art performances in the daily lives of Amsterdam Syrian refugees, and in what way 

they take part in processes of identity politics. More specifically, through analysing the stories and art 

performances of my participants, I aim to show the ways in which these Syrians experience their own 

identities, how they feel to be perceived by the Amsterdam society, and how they deal with these 

conceptions by mobilizing cultural arts in the public creative domain.  

 

1.1 Problem statement & societal -and academic relevance 
  

Evidently, the world we live in today is in rapid transition. However, processes of globalization, which 

contemporary refugee flows are part of, do not entail that boundaries have disappeared. The restrictive 

admissions of refugees indicate that borders are rather both loose and rigid, producing simultaneous 

flow and closure (Meyer & Geschiere, 1999). The displacements and journeys of Syrian refugees, as 

well as their resettlement in cities such as Amsterdam, are part of this cultural flow. As identity is 

dynamic, positional and constructed in a process that is negotiated through dialogue with others, these 

flows have challenged the way in which Syrian refugees understand themselves (Taylor, 1994; 

Easthope, 2009). Moreover, contemporary refugee -and subsequent cultural flow have resulted in a 

growing fear of threatened European and local identity. As a result, cultural flow simultaneously 

produces cultural closure. By denoting these developments as a crisis, the way the notion of the 

‘European refugee crisis’ is widely used in politics and media has influenced the societal beliefs and 

attitudes towards refugee groups. In this way, a homogenising and stigmatising ‘refugee identity’ is 

produced by authorities (Appadurai, 1995; Zetter, 2007).  

These processes of cultural flow and closure raise questions on how this societal and political 

discourse has shaped the way Syrian refugees experience their unfolding daily lifeworlds. How do they 

define their identity, how is their identity perceived by others, and how do they deal with these changes? 

The contemporary character of these developments indicates the societal relevance for researching this 

mobilization of cultural arts by Syrian refugees in identity politics, since it is connected to notions of 

‘sense of belonging’ and ‘identity’, and the way this group moves within the Dutch society. Additionally, 
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the ambiguous in -and exclusive character of culture indicates the scientific relevance, as the research 

provides insights about how people acquire a place in Dutch society. 

With this study, I aim to broaden the understanding of the dynamics of cultural flow and closure, 

by showing a glimpse of the everyday challenges Amsterdam Syrian refugees are confronted with as a 

result of their displacements. I intend to do justice to their stories, providing insights into their diversity, 

resilience and resourcefulness. In doing so, I hope this study will contribute to a growing mutual 

understanding and awareness of culture, identity and belonging in contemporary diversifying societies.  

 

1.2 Background information: Syrians in the Netherlands 
 

The Syrian civil war 

 

The significant flow of Syrian refugees towards the European Union in 2015, namely 57% of the total 

refugee influx, originated from the ‘Arab Spring’ in 2011. A wave of uprisings against the supressing 

regimes sighed through various countries in the Middle Eastern area, among which was Syria. The Arab 

spring was followed by a growing discontent about the Syrian government of Bashar al-Assad, leading 

to protests and an armed conflict which started on March the 15th in 2011. Hereafter, increasing numbers 

of groups got involved in the battle against Assad’s government, including Sunni and Shiite rebels and 

the Jihadist group of the Islamic State. Still pursuing today, this war is known as the second deadliest 

war of the 21st century.6 It is associated with violence, death, and moreover, the violation of human 

rights of its Syrian citizens (Selby, Shi, Fröhlich & Hulme, 2017)7. The persistent unrest has resulted in 

the fleeing of 5.6 million Syrian citizens to the neighbouring countries of Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey 

since 2011.8 Here, they are brought together in camps, hoping to eventually cross the borders of Europe 

to find a safe haven.  

 

The so-called ‘European refugee crisis’ 

 

The displacement of Syrian citizens is part of larger refugee flows towards the outer borders of Europe 

since 2007. The causes of these refugee flows are various, including instable situations in Iraq, waves 

of African wars, revolts against dictators such as in Syria, and so on (Nirenstein, 2019). In 2015, the 

numbers of refugees reached their peak, and the European Union had to deal with the adaption, 

placement, and distribution of more than one million people. Consequently, the so-called ‘European 

 
6 Encyclopedia Brittanica (2020). 8 Deadliest Wars of the 21st Century. Retrieved from: 

https://www.britannica.com/list/8-deadliest-wars-of-the-21st-century 
7 Europa Nu (2019). Burgeroorlog in Syrië. Het Grote Syrië College. Retrieved from: 

https://www.haagschcollege.nl/frontpage/documents/hc-magazines/hc-magazine-hetgrote-syrie-college-paul-

aarts.pdf 
8 UNHCR (2019). Syria emergency. Retrieved from: https://www.unhcr.org/syria-emergency.html  

https://www.britannica.com/list/8-deadliest-wars-of-the-21st-century
https://www.haagschcollege.nl/frontpage/documents/hc-magazines/hc-magazine-hetgrote-syrie-college-paul-aarts.pdf
https://www.haagschcollege.nl/frontpage/documents/hc-magazines/hc-magazine-hetgrote-syrie-college-paul-aarts.pdf
https://www.unhcr.org/syria-emergency.html
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refugee crisis’ was officially declared.9 As the European Union has no fixed external frontiers, it is in a 

constant process of constituting itself. Therefore, recent refugee flows are perceived as a problem to the 

European and local identity (Triandafyllidou, Zapata-Barrero & Modood, 2006). Consequently, as a 

way to process these significant numbers of refugees, the European Union constituted the ‘Common 

European Asylum System’. This system states to create a ‘space of protection for those who need it’, 

but has in fact established an anti-migration policy, producing what is known as the ‘Fortress Europe’ 

(Lucassen & van Houtum, 2016). Boundaries are strengthened by bordering countries, and refugees are 

averted. This is illustrated by the fact that in 2018 only 40% of the refugees that requested asylum got 

granted residency.10 

 

Dutch refugee regulations 

 

“Mass migration will dilute our Jewish-Christian and humanist identity.” – Geert Wilders 11 

 

This statement by Dutch populist right-wing politician Geert Wilders illustrates that, also in the 

Netherlands, there is a growing fear to lose ‘local identity’ as a consequence of the increasing arrivals 

of refugees. The Dutch refugee integration policies that are constructed to deal with such anxieties of 

the ‘displaced’, are related to the ‘Common European Asylum System’ of the European Union, and are 

carried out by the Dutch ‘Immigration and Naturalisation service’ (IND). If a refugee has to fear for 

war, persecution or inhuman treatment, he is eligible to request asylum. After the asylum application is 

finished, the IND instigates the official procedure, which lasts for about eight days. Following a long 

period of waiting in AZC’s (refugee shelters), the judgement will be pronounced within six months after 

the procedure. When temporary asylum is assigned, a refugee can stay in the country for five years, after 

which the assignment gets revised, possibly leading to a permanent residence permit. If the request is 

declined, the refugee has to leave the country within 28 days.12 A crucial element in obtaining permanent 

residency is passing the inburgeringscursus (integration course) for all non-EU-citizen, which is a 

construction of the ‘regimes of integration’, obligating immigrants to adapt certain standards 

(Triandafyllidou, Zapata-Barrero & Modood, 2006). The test contains a participation declaration, which 

teaches the migrant about Dutch norms and values or ‘standards’, and tests the knowledge of the Dutch 

 
9 European Commission (2015). A European Agenda on Migration. Retrieved from: 

https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-

migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf  
10 European Commission (2019). Asylum decisions in the EU. Retrieved from: 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/9747530/3-25042019-BPEN.pdf/22635b8a-4b9c-4ba9-a5c8-

934ca02de496 
11 Algemeen Dagblad (2017). Wilders wil ‘Trumpiaans’ vluchtelingenbeleid met grensmuren. Retrieved from: 

https://www.ad.nl/binnenland/wilders-wil-trumpiaans-vluchtelingenbeleid-met-grensmuren~a2320d66/. 
12 Rijksoverheid (2018). Moet ik als nieuwkomer inburgeren? Retrieved from: 

https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/vraag-en-antwoord/moet-ik-alsnieuwkomer-

inburgeren  

https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/9747530/3-25042019-BPEN.pdf/22635b8a-4b9c-4ba9-a5c8-934ca02de496
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/9747530/3-25042019-BPEN.pdf/22635b8a-4b9c-4ba9-a5c8-934ca02de496
https://www.ad.nl/binnenland/wilders-wil-trumpiaans-vluchtelingenbeleid-met-grensmuren~a2320d66/
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/vraag-en-antwoord/moet-ik-alsnieuwkomer-inburgeren
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/nieuw-in-nederland/vraag-en-antwoord/moet-ik-alsnieuwkomer-inburgeren
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language.13 Nevertheless, this obligation has been broadly publicly contested, since the contents of the 

test are often claimed to be outdated and oppressive. Refugees from Syrian decent are spread throughout 

the Netherlands. After the assignment of temporary asylum, the refugee is obliged to leave the reception 

centre as soon as possible. Therefore, municipalities have to provide housing possibilities.14 In an 

absolute sense the cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Utrecht house the largest amount of Syrian 

refugees, with Amsterdam being the most substantial.15 

 

1.3 Thesis outline 
 

In addition to a theoretical (chapter 2) and a methodological chapter (chapter 3), this thesis consists of 

three ethnographic chapters, addressing the themes of a challenged sense of a ‘stable’ identity (chapter 

4), performances of cultural arts (chapter 5), and the mobilization of these cultural art performances in 

identity politics (chapter 6).  

Chapter 4 explores how my participants' sense of ‘a stable’ identity has been challenged due to 

processes of cultural flow and closure. I will go into the ways in which processes of displacement and 

the subsequent refugee-journey transform and shape the experienced identity of Amsterdam Syrian 

refugees. Then, I will introduce how processes of cultural closure, as a consequence of cultural flow, 

have resulted in the establishment of a societal ‘refugee identity’ perception. I will elaborate on how this 

bureaucratic ‘refugee identity’ is constructed.  Moreover, I will explain how this ‘refugee identity’ is 

experienced by Syrians themselves, and in what way it influences their self-perception. Finally, I will 

elaborate on the how this ascribed ‘refugee identity’ is present in the Amsterdam context. 

Chapter 5 addresses the growing visibility of the presence of Syrian refugees in Amsterdam by 

exploring the cultural arts that I encountered in the field. Here, I will distinguish these art forms between 

‘authentic’ folklore arts and popular arts, and elaborate on their performative nature. In doing so, I will 

indicate the messages Amsterdam Syrian refugees are trying to narrate through these performances, and 

thereby show the variety of roles that these performances can play.  

Central in chapter 6 will be the assemblage of the previous two chapters, showing the ways in which 

Amsterdam Syrian refugees deal with their changing experienced and ascribed identity by mobilizing 

cultural arts performances. Through analysing the intended audiences, varying from Syrian, to Dutch or 

mixed, this chapter will show in what ways Amsterdam Syrian refugees are taking part in processes of 

‘identity politics’. I will argue that the art performances are mobilized to mark identities, in order to 

 
13 Ministerie Onderwijs, Cultuur en Wetenschap (2019). Inburgeren. Retrieved from: 

https://www.inburgeren.nl/examen-doen/inhoud-examens.jsp  
14 Gemeente Amsterdam (2015). Beleidskader Vluchtelingen in Amsterdam 2015- 2018. Retrieved from: 

https://repository.officiele-overheidspublicaties.nl/externebijlagen/exb-2015- 35057/1/bijlage/exb-2015-

35057.pdf 
15 CBS (2016). Syrische immigranten wonen verspreid over Nederland. Retrieved from: 

https://www.cbs.nl/nlnl/nieuws/2016/39/syrische-immigranten-wonen-verspreid-over-nederland 

 

https://www.inburgeren.nl/examen-doen/inhoud-examens.jsp
https://repository.officiele-overheidspublicaties.nl/externebijlagen/exb-2015-%2035057/1/bijlage/exb-2015-35057.pdf
https://repository.officiele-overheidspublicaties.nl/externebijlagen/exb-2015-%2035057/1/bijlage/exb-2015-35057.pdf
https://www.cbs.nl/nlnl/nieuws/2016/39/syrische-immigranten-wonen-verspreid-over-nederland
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either enhance their understanding of the self, or to take part in processes of politics of recognition. In 

doing so, these performances aim to contribute to a desired ‘sense of belonging’.  

Finally, chapter 7 will draw together the analysis and argumentation that I have presented throughout 

these chapters, and finalize with some concluding remarks.  
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2. Exploring theories 
 

2.1 Cultural flow and closure  
  

In today’s globalized world everything seems to be on the move, a phenomenon often referred to as mass 

mobility. Mobility is a concept-metaphor that creates the impression that our lifeworlds are in constant 

flux. In reality however, mobility practices construct simultaneous movement and stasis, hereby 

generating immobility, exclusion and disconnection (Salazar & Smart, 2011). This ambiguity 

is argued in the 1999 edited volume by Peter Geschiere and Birgit Meyer on the ‘Dialectics of Flow and 

Closure’, and will be central to my approach. The publication introduces several paradoxes that occur 

in the process of globalization, such as the ambiguous production of flux and fix. “‘To grasp the flux' 

should not be mistaken for an assertion that globalization would entail mere flow. One of the dangers of 

this notion is, indeed, that it easily suggests a free flow of people, goods and images throughout the 

globe.” (Geschiere & Meyer, 1999, p. 605). In fact, the presence of flows make that people search for 

fixed orientation points, resulting in ‘cultural closure’ and the hardening of existing and imaginary 

boundaries (Ibid.). Therefore, globalization does not solely entail movement, but ‘stuckness’ as well as 

shifting inequalities.    

Moreover, the interrelation of global flow and closure results in shifting relations and 

discrepancies between dimensions of cultural flow. In order to deepen our understanding 

of the discrepancies of such global cultural flow, I will build on the framework proposed by Arjun 

Appadurai in 1996, in which he distinguishes five perspectives. These perspectives are referred to as 

‘scapes’ because they are considered perspectival constructs that are not spatially bounded, and have 

their own dynamics. At the same time, they are very much interconnected, and should be studied in 

relation to each other (Appadurai, 1996). The five perspectives are defined as follows: ’ethnoscapes’, 

referring to the landscape of actors that create the shifting world; ‘mediascapes’, referring to the 

(electronic) distribution of information; ‘technoscapes’, referring to the global configuration of 

technology; ‘financescapes’, referring to the global landscape of capital; and ‘ideoscapes’, referring to 

the concatenations of political and ideological images (ibid.). The perspective of ‘ethnoscapes’ implies 

that group identities and cultures are not spatially bounded. This is especially relevant in contemporary 

societies, in which nation-states are consciously producing certain identities in order to structure and 

control social life (Appadurai ,1995). 
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2.2 Identity 
  

In this ever-changing world of cultural flow and closure, impacting perceptions of the self, the other and 

social relations, I will now explore the concept of identity. Within the discipline of anthropology and 

sociology, the concept of identity plays a significant role as it is not a given but a culturally defined 

conception (Golubović, 2011). For this reason, many scholars have published on their conceptualization 

of identity.  

Traditionally, anthropology has focussed on rites of identity, in which individuals are regarded 

as “being led into approved constructions of the person” (Cohen, 2002, p. 178). However, as 

Anthony Cohen argues in his book ‘An alternative anthropology of identity’, another issue related to the 

concept is about the clash between self-perception and imposed identities. Cohen: “[This is] a conflict 

which is essentially about who has the right to define an individual’s identity” (ibid.). The friction Cohen 

describes and the power dynamics that are related to this friction will be the focal point of this 

research. In the following, I will explore on the main conceptualisations that I selected to be central in 

my approach to identity. I hereby build on the work of Taylor and Easthope.  

The concept of identity is deeply integrated in everyday life, used in practice, and defined in 

different ways. In essence, the concept relates to personal identification and categorization, the 

understanding of the self and the social location, and it is about commonality and connectedness in a 

group setting (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000). However, the practical employment and broad and disputed 

character of the notion of identity is not unproblematic, as this takes away from the analytical strength 

of the concept. Concerned critics have stated that people understand identities differently, and having 

an identity-category reduces that to a flat image of identity. In other words, when talking about identity, 

the emphasis should be on the process of identification that is inherent in social life instead of a static 

and flattened concept (ibid.).   

Building on this notion of identity as a process inherent to social life, it is important to 

understand it as a production process which is never complete (Hall, 1990). Therefore, in defining 

identity, I will follow the conceptualisations of Charles Taylor. Taylor states: “[Identity] is who we are, 

“where we’re coming from.” As such it is the background against which our tastes and desires and 

opinions and aspirations make sense.” (Taylor, 1994, p. 33). Hereby, Taylor emphasises that the 

construction of identity is a process which is negotiated through dialogue with other people. This 

understanding is similarly addressed by Hazel Easthope, who argues that identity is dynamic and 

positional, meaning that it is constructed in a process which is negotiated through dialogue with other 

actors, defining themselves through the identification of the other (Easthope, 2009). When settling in a 

new society as a result of forced migration, relationships change and actors have to relate themselves to 

this new society. As Easthope puts it: “when people move they usually experience new interpersonal 

relations that will impact upon their understandings of their own identities” (ibid., p. 13). In other words, 

identity is constructed in everyday interactions. As these everyday interactions take place at specific 
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locations, Easthope emphasises the importance of the relationship between identity, belonging and 

place. According to her, identity is intrinsically tied to place, as “identity is created through the body’s 

interactions with the outside world (Easthope, 2004, p. 130). Thus, place is important as one’s spatial 

identity is related to the experience of attachment, belonging and ‘home’ 

 

A politics of recognition 

 

As the everyday interactions lead to the recognition and thereby the establishment of identities, Taylor 

defines these interactions through what he calls a ‘politics of recognition’. Recognizing the identity of 

a group or actor plays an important role in their well-being. Processes of limited -or misrecognition of 

identity impose a distorted homogeneous identity upon actors or, as Taylor refers to it: “imprisoning 

someone in a false, distorted, and reduced mode of being.” (Taylor, 1994, p. 25). Often, this process is 

enacted upon minority groups or supressed cultures.  The construction of one-dimensional identities 

such as ‘refugees’ or ‘others’, for instance, can play a role in processes of limited recognition, as these 

categories have a homogenizing effect. Here, Taylor emphasises the importance of recognition and the 

dangers and harm of its limitation, as this can result in internalization of imposed identities, resulting in 

external and internal alienation. Therefore, according to Taylor, identity recognition is a human need.  

 

Cultural identity politics 

 

Consequently, when the identity of an individual or group is not recognized, this occasionally leads to 

a “rise of demands for social and political recognition of distinctive group identities” through political 

engagement (Zurn, 2003, p. 519). Building on the concept of politics of recognition, there are various 

ways to shape such political engagement. One of them being through ‘cultural identity politics’, in which 

cultural practices are mobilized in order to achieve certain political objectives.  

The concept of ‘identity politics’ can be defined as: “Issues of personal and group power, found 

within and across all social and political institutions and collectivities where people … to interact with 

each other in part on the basis of their shared, or divergent, notions of their identities.” (Hill & Willson, 

2003, p. 2). It is a way to create an understanding of the self, and to express identity to others. In doing 

so, identity politics are a kind of cultural politics (Escoffier, 1985). This articulation of identity is 

expressed from a bottom-up perspective in order to challenge and negotiate culture, and challenge power 

structures that suppress social lives. Therefore, identity politics can be perceived as a mode of political 

activism, which is often initiated by minority groups excluded from main-stream politics (Gardiner, 

2006). 
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2.3 Belonging  
 

Belonging is another central concept in the study of processes of identity construction. According to 

Peter Geschiere, familiarities instigate a ‘feeling of security’, which Geschiere relates to the natural 

desire to belong to a group (Geschiere, 2009). Building on what they capture as this “groupness”, Roger 

Brubaker and Frederick Cooper describe this eagerness as “the sense of belonging to a distinctive, 

bounded, solidary group” which is “likely to depend not on relational connectedness, but rather on a 

powerfully imagined and strongly felt commonality.” (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000, p. 20). Other scholars 

add that this experienced belonging is something that can be attached both to relationships, so groups or 

communities, but also to a place. Similarly, Linn Miller describes it as “an emotional reaction to either: 

“a particular community of people; … [a] past or to a particular tradition; … a particular locality of 

dwelling place” (Miller, 2003, p. 217).   

Belonging is about feeling ‘at home’. Refugees generally deal with complex and dynamic 

processes of cultural change and cultural maintenance, balancing between adapting to the new homeland 

and maintaining traditions (Krulfeld, Camino, 1994). Therefore, the ‘natural desire to belong’ is 

challenged by processes of globalisation. According to Geschiere, who wrote about the perils of 

belonging, it appears that “global trends—political and economic liberalization, decentralization, global 

concerns over "disappearing cultures," and decreasing biodiversity—seem to converge in a deepening 

concern about belonging” (Geschiere, 2006, p. 3). The notion of sense of belonging seems to entail a 

kind of security. In reality, however, “belonging turns out to be relative, rather than a given; one 

can never be sure that one "really" belongs” (Ibid., p.6). In other words, Geschiere argues that belonging 

is related to notions of insecurities rather than securities.  

These insecurities make that “apparent change may indicate a hardcore determination to hold 

fast to an old identity.” (Colson, 2003, p. 8). In other words, such processes produce “[a] threat of 

forgetting, of losing the practice of proper behaviour, of losing one’s self” … “which results in the 

conviction that “nothing should be changed” (Krulfeld, Camino, 1994, p. 18 & 17). Holding on to 

familiarities produces an experience of belonging. However, Brubaker and Cooper emphasise that 

belonging “[involves] both a felt solidarity or oneness with fellow group members and a felt 

difference from or even antipathy to specified outsiders.” (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000, p. 19). In other 

words, processes of simultaneous flow and closure and consequent concerns about belonging result 

in the rejection of ‘strangers’, indicate that belonging entails exclusive practices as well (Geschiere, 

2006).   

 

On a final note, this chapter has introduced the main theories and concepts that structure the theoretical 

lens through which I will analyse my findings in the following chapters. However, this framework is 

not exclusive, as I will introduce a selection of other theories and conceptualisations throughout the 

thesis.  
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3. In the field  
 

In this chapter, I will elaborate on my experiences and methodological choices while conducting 

ethnographic fieldwork. First, I will briefly introduce my field, which was both familiar and unfamiliar 

to me. Then, I will outline my entrance to this field, indicate the methods I have employed while 

conducting research, and introduce my research group. Finally, I will briefly reflect on the research 

process and my position as a researcher, concluding with some ethical remarks.  

 

3.1 A familiar, yet unfamiliar field 
 

Anthropology at home  

 

“Change continually confronts anthropologists. We study it, we teach it, and we accommodate 

to it in our lives. Recent change in the environment of research and employment has forced us 

to create appropriate responses. One contemporary response is the pursuit of a vigorous 

anthropology at home.” (Messerschmidt, 1981, p.1). 

 

The change Donald Messerschmidt refers to, is exactly what provoked my interest for this research. As 

a young, Amsterdam based, soon-to-be-anthropologist, I started to notice more and more cultural events 

related to the Syrian community and their cultural practices emerging around me. Whenever I visited 

theatres, museums, or cultural centres, I regularly encountered announcements of Syrian music and 

dance performances, storytelling evenings, food presentations, art exhibitions; it seemed as if the entire 

city participated in showing the culture of this growing group of new Syrian Amsterdam citizens. This 

observation made that I wanted to conduct research in a place that I knew all too well. I decided to stay 

at home in Amsterdam, the city that I had been living in for over six years. I knew my way around, 

where to get the best coffee and where to meet new people.  

 

Entering the field & Methods 

 

Naturally, these familiarities gave me a feeling of certainty but it also made me insecure. Because 

although Amsterdam was my city of residence, I was about to participate in lifeworlds that were 

unfamiliar to me. These people lived through war and trauma, left their families and friends, and were 

trying to start a new life. A life as a ‘Syrian refugee’, in a society of which I knew existing prejudice, 

stereotypes and misconceptions about this particular group. I was anxious to be perceived as an ignorant 

privileged Dutch girl, and therefore not be welcomed. More importantly, I was worried to interrupt 

people as they were finding their way within a new society. I imagined they had other things to worry 

about than my research.  
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When initially starting my fieldwork, I did not know any Syrian refugees myself. However, I did have 

the advantage of my existing social and professional networks. In the weeks before starting the 

fieldwork, several friends had connected me to some Syrians. The knowledge that there were people 

willing to speak to me, slightly put me at ease. 

When I began my research on January the 6th, I started by reaching out to those acquaintance-

contacts. I made several appointments, and visited some places I expected to be interesting. My first 

meeting was with a friend of a friend, Rami. I felt nervous while I was biking towards our meeting-

location, but as we started talking, this feeling gradually disappeared. Rami, a rather short young man 

with jumpy brown hair, kind eyes and a timid smile, seemed interested in my topic. Moreover, he 

emphasised the importance of it, and was explicitly excited to contribute. That day I asked him some 

questions, jotted down what I deemed important, and finally, he gave me a full list of people, 

organisations and events that might be relevant. And he proposed to go together to some of them as well. 

I was blown away by his proactivity, and left the meeting more confident and motivated to properly tell 

the stories of these Syrian individuals.  

After my meeting with Rami, various other introductions followed. I steadily integrated the 

networks by employing what is known as snowball sampling (Bryman, 2016). Like Rami, the majority 

of people I met were open and supportive, as they willingly introduced me to their artist, family -and 

friend-circles. Usually, the first meetings I had would be similar to Rami’s. I would usually invite people 

to have coffee with me and talk about my research. We would introduce ourselves, ask each other 

questions, and from thereon develop possible further research-engagement. Additionally, to these sit-

down meetings, I met people while visiting locations, such as: Arabic supermarkets, Syrian coffee shops, 

restaurants, language schools, where I also spoke with a variety of people.  

Many of these first contact provided me with invitations to visit culturally related events 

together, such as storytelling evenings, art-performances, exhibitions, and Arabic music nights. During 

such events I conducted participant observation. Usually, I was either part of the audience my 

participants were performing in front of, or we were in the audience together. Through attending these 

events, my network grew as it allowed me to meet more people. At a certain point, there were a couple 

of participants and groups I was repeatedly hanging out with, making it possible to integrate in these 

friend-groups, whilst almost becoming a ‘friend’ myself.  

However, since there was not always an event to visit, I decided I also needed alternative 

possibilities to conduct participant observation. This eventually led to several walk-alongs, private jam-

sessions and film screenings, visiting theatre rehearsals, ateliers, and studios, but I was also introduced 

to the favourite places and homes of my participants. These rather private observations allowed me to 

get even closer to my participants, giving me access and insights into their daily lives.  

 This structure of meeting new people and getting to know them better through regular meetings 

pursued for a while. Becoming familiar with the field made me confident, but more importantly, my 

participants motivated me to make the research successful. After a few weeks, my nervousness and 
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uncertainties were gone. I was intrigued by these people and their lifeworlds, and felt a responsibility to 

share my findings accordingly. Therefore, in order to deepen my understanding of the observations I 

had done, I started to conduct semi-structured interviews. I invited a number of the people I deemed 

most interesting. This allowed me to consolidate my findings, but also to become more familiar with 

their life-histories, perspectives and intentions. 

 Since my research concerned cultural practices in the public domain, quite a few public figures 

that were rather well-known in the Amsterdam-Syrian community, such as Syrians that were the subject 

of documentary, documentary makers, radio- and television presenters, and so on. I usually tried to get 

in touch with them through other participants, or contacted their managements. And to my surprise, I 

succeeded in scheduling several appointments. For this group I had to take a different approach as I 

would not be able to meet them more than once. I decided to directly employ semi-structured interviews 

with them. Their public position allowed me to do some preliminary investigation. I conducted 

document -and visual analyses, as I watched several documentaries, films, and online photo-exhibitions, 

read articles and interviews, and sifted through their social media-channels. The analyses did not only 

boost my confidence as I was about to engage with public figures. More importantly, it allowed me to 

define relevant and effective topics and questions for the interview. In doing so, I was able to conduct 

in-depth conversations relatively quickly.   

 

Amsterdam Syrian refugees: Zaakwaarnemers  

 

Safe to say, gaining access to the field, meeting new people and finding relevant locations turned out to 

be more assuring than I initially anticipated. Looking back, this is explicable due to the nature of the 

research, and the research group I was engaging with. My research group concerned Amsterdam Syrian 

refugees, that were actively engaging with cultural practices through public events. As I employed the 

method of snowball sampling, the Syrians I casually encountered were generally active in the same field. 

The majority of them engaged in practices of cultural arts, such as: theatre, literature, poetry, 

storytelling, film, photography, art, music, dance, food. These arts, were generally of a performative 

nature. In my search for participants, I mainly encountered what André Köbben refers to as 

‘representatives’ (zaakwaarnemers), meaning leading figures that take on the role of mediator (Köbben, 

1983). This specific group of people engages with notions of identity and belonging by mobilizing 

cultural practices, often in a public manner. In other words, my research group was already actively 

trying to convey certain stories to society. Therefore, my interest in their lives and perspective on things 

simply contributed to this process, explaining the stimulating, almost promoting response to my 

presence.  
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In this thesis, I consider ten zaakwaarnemers to be my main participants: Elie, Noor, Mudar, Razan, 

Pegy, Esmael, Yara, Ghias, Wasim and Jawa.16 These individuals can be described as a sub-group within 

Amsterdam Syrian refugees, as they are quite distinct and not representative for the full population. My 

research group consists of young adults ranging between the age of 20 and 35, mainly originating from 

urban areas such as Damascus, Homs and Aleppo. The majority of the group was already highly 

educated when leaving Syria, and is now completing a second diploma as they aim to finish an education 

within the Dutch system and creative field. Usually, they are working in this creative field at the same 

time. Due to cultured gender differentiations, meaning gendered norms concerning engagement with 

cultural practices, more than half of my participants are male. Furthermore, the majority of the 

participants were religious before the war, but are not anymore as they specifically describe themselves 

as ‘open minded’. 

 

3.2 Reflection: Positionality & Ethics 
 

 

I clearly remember filling in the ‘ethical self-check’-form before starting the fieldwork, and getting stuck 

when answering the questions whether my participants were ‘in a vulnerable position’. After consulting 

the faculty, my research did not oblige me to answer ‘yes’ to this question.  

However, my participants are part of a minority group among whom a lot have experienced 

traumatic situations, resulting in depression and other mental-health issues. Some of them were living 

in Amsterdam on a temporary permit or without residency permit at all. Moreover, my participants were 

involved in complex societal processes, as they were trying to acquire a place within a new society, 

often without familiar contacts.   

In other words, their involvement in these precarious political and societal developments made 

that in fact, I was highly aware of the vulnerable situations my participants were in. Therefore, I tried to 

be emphatically attentive about my presence in the field, my position as a researcher, and subsequent 

ethical remarks.  

 

Position 

 

The fact that I got close on a personal level to my participants opened many doors in terms of access, 

but it also complicated the ethical issues. Although I had considered the impact of my participants’ 

refugee backgrounds beforehand, I did not fully foresee what my presence in the field could or would 

imply. As our relationships developed, my participants started to have confidence in me. They opened 

up about sensible topics such as their mental health issues, or their illegal residence status.  This growing 

 
16 The actual names of my participants have not been changed throughout this thesis. All my participants have 

emphatically given permission to use their names, and I do not deem this usage as harmful.  
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confidence also led to an increasing dependence. As some of my participants considered me as a friend, 

they started relying on our regular contact, and expected this to continue after the fieldwork. Some 

participants asked me for information about legal procedures, wanted me to translate documents or to 

connect them to possible employers.  

 

Ethical considerations  

 

My position and the essentially unequal relationship I had with my participants often made me feel 

uncomfortable. I did not know how to situate myself and was unsure how to handle the circumstances. 

In order to deal with these insecurities, I tried to remain aware of my responsibilities and act on this 

behalf, and consciously forced myself to be self-reflective. But more importantly, I aimed to protect my 

participants through informed consent, possible anonymization and remaining integer. I handled these 

precarious issues by being explicitly vocal about my role as a researcher, hereby structuring certain 

expectations. 

Moreover, I repeatedly found that some of my participants did not want to 

seek psychological help, although I felt like they needed it. I struggled with my role and responsibility 

in such situations, but eventually developed a way to deal with the heavy conversations without 

overstepping. To conclude, as a result of my aware privileged position as a highly educated white 

woman, interacting with young people that lost their homes and their lives, I felt an urge to ‘give back’. 

Therefore, when my network started growing, I decided to introduce several of my participants to each 

other, so they could assist one another in their creative and professional developments. 
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4. Contrasting perceptions - Challenging the sense of ‘a stable 

identity’ 
 

In this chapter, I will explore how my participants' sense of ‘a stable’ identity has been challenged 

through processes of cultural flow and closure. I will argue that processes of displacement and the 

subsequent refugee-journey as a result of the war in Syria are part of processes of cultural flow. This 

process transforms and shapes the experienced identity and belonging of Syrian refugees living in 

Amsterdam. Subsequently, I will introduce how processes of cultural closure, that are inextricably linked 

to processes of cultural flow, have resulted in the establishment of the societal perception of a ‘refugee 

identity’. Thereafter, I will explain the way in which this societal perception influences the experienced 

identity, and therefore the experienced belonging of my participants. Finally, I will elaborate on the how 

this societal perception of a ‘refugee identity’ is present in the Amsterdam context.  

 

4.1 ‘Who am I?’ - Transformed experienced identities 
 

A changing place: The journey and belonging 

 

Elie is a young singer from Aleppo with friendly brown eyes and a large beard. He started up his 

computer, inserted his USB-stick, and opened the PowerPoint program that popped up.17 The screen 

showed a map of Syria, with an illustration of a boy, located at the city of Aleppo. ‘That is me’, Elie 

pointed at the drawing. ‘I started my journey in Aleppo.’ He swiftly moved his finger across the screen. 

‘From my city I fly to Damascus. From Damascus to Beirut. From Beirut to Istanbul by plane.’ Elie 

clicked his mouse, and the illustrated little boy hopped onto a tiny airplane, that covered the route he 

just described. ‘I went by the bus to Izmir. From Izmir we took the boat to Mytilini. The first try, we did 

not make it. We tried again the next day, and then we luckily did.’ Without elaborating on what ‘we did 

not make it’ entailed, he steadfastly continued. ‘From Mytilini on the big ship to Athens. From Athens 

we take a bus to the boarder of Macedonia. In Macedonia we take a car to Serbia.’ When I asked Elie if 

he was held up somewhere on the road, he looked up from the screen, and answered: ‘I was in the camp. 

I stay like for example in Turkey five days, in Mitilini three days, in Athens one day.’ Elie turned his 

head back towards the computer, while he tried to resume his focus. ‘So I keep going. Then by the car 

to Serbia. Then in Serbia we go to Croatia, we took bus and train. Then, we walk through Slovenia. It 

was so cold. And then my sister got sick, she got the flu. Then we went to Austria. Then to Germany 

with the bus. We stay in Manheim ten days. Then we travelled to Holland. First stop in Holland was 

Utrecht.’ He stopped talking. I was overwhelmed by the story Elie just confided in me, and for a moment, 

 
17 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interviews with Elie, 24 February 2020. 
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I said nothing. Elie looked at me questioningly, waiting for some kind of response. Then he broke the 

silence. His mouth curled up into a bright smile: ‘Professional, right?’. 

Elie invited me to his home so he could show me the presentation he had recently prepared. He was 

asked to present his story during an event that promoted peace in collaboration with victims of war. 

Now, in the intimate setting of his own living room, Elie described how he had to flee his country due 

to war to me.  

Elie’s story of displacement is part of processes of cultural flow (Geschiere & Meyer, 1999). 

Moreover, it is a telling example of the routes many of my participants traveled before arriving to the 

Netherlands. The majority of them were forced traverses multiple countries and refugee camps. During 

our conversations, they usually referred to these fled-routes as ‘their journey’. Elie’s journey, and 

thereby those of many others, roughly correspond with the ‘Eastern Mediterranean’-route, as defined by 

the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).18 This route generally runs from Syria 

to Turkey, where my participants looked for a smuggler to help them cross the Mediterranean sea by 

boat. After risking their lives on the open water, the route took them to the main lands of Greece or Italy. 

Here, they usually found temporary shelter in the emergency refugee-camps that were developed by the 

Greek and Italian governments. My participants, however, did not plan to stay here, as they intended to 

settle in a country they understood to be welcoming and supporting towards refugees. In their eyes, 

countries as the Netherlands, Germany and Sweden complied to these requirements, and would therefore 

be their best chance to survive. After being stranded in the refugee camps for an average of one month, 

they continued their journeys traveling up north. This journey generally unfolded by either crossing 

Western-European countries such as Spain and France, or like Elie, by traveling through the Balkans. 

After passing many kilometres by foot, and taking various nerve wracking train and bus rides, my 

participants eventually decided to try their luck in the Netherlands. This journey from Syria to the 

Netherlands, if completed successfully, roughly took them up to half a year.  

After passing the Dutch border, their journeys were not over yet. The different phases of the Dutch-

asylum process are accommodated in fixed refugee shelters through the country. These phases consist 

of registration, temporary shelter, several hearings, and if all goes right, the final decision. After applying 

for refuge, my participants were moving between AZC (refugee-shelter)-locations, as they were going 

through this process. Generally, they stayed at four different AZC’s over an average time span of one 

year. My participants described these continuous movements through the country as a ‘new phase’ 

within their experienced journeys. Although they no longer had to fear for their lives, this phase 

subjected them to a long period of waiting and uncertainties. After continuously moving around the 

country, they were usually allowed to leave the camps and to live independently, awaiting their 

application.  

 
18 UNHCR (2018). In kaart: wereldwijde vluchtelingenroutes. Retrieved from: 

https://www.nationalgeographic.nl/wetenschap/2018/07/kaart-wereldwijde-vluchtelingenroutes 

https://www.nationalgeographic.nl/wetenschap/2018/07/kaart-wereldwijde-vluchtelingenroutes
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The majority of my participants were in this last, ‘independent’ phase of acquiring Dutch citizenship. 

The final step many of them still had to overcome in order to eligible for a Dutch passport, was passing 

the inburgeringscursus (integration course). After that, they would finally be able to officially ‘start 

their new lives’.  

 

‘I am cut into pieces’: Belonging both ‘here’ and ‘there’       

 

The following section will explore the ways in which journeys, such as Elie’s, have shaped my 

participants’ experienced identities. Here I will build on the work of Taylor and Easthope, that define as 

dynamic and positional, and constructed in negotiation with others (Taylor, 1994; Easthope, 2009). 

Moreover, I will use the work of Ihab Saloul and Misael Suárez-Orozco to analyse what this implies for 

my participants’ experiences of belonging.   

 

When I saw Noor for the first time, a free-spirited conceptual artist from Damascus, she stroke me 

exactly as such.19 Noor was standing outside the café where we were supposed to meet, effortlessly 

rolling-up her shag cigarette. Her feet rested on a worn-out skateboard, her legs were wrapped in a pair 

of colourful baggy jeans and her peaking hair was of a striking blue colour. When she saw me 

approaching, she threw me a bright smile, allowing me to get a peek of the silver tooth in the corner of 

her mouth. After we sat down inside, Noor told me about her work, and her interest for conceptual pieces 

in which she discusses her perception of boundaries, borders and connections. When I asked her where 

her fascination for such topics came from, she explained that she does not see herself as just ‘Syrian’. 

Of course, she continued, Syria is where she was born, but the journey she lived through made that she 

does not believe in borders in that way. She told me about her personal journey, comparing it to the 

movements of a tourist. ‘A tourist always carries a backpack with him, every place he goes, he visits, 

he lives. At all those locations, the tourist collects elements of that place and takes them with him in the 

backpack. The content of this backpack eventually makes him who he is. Noor concluded: ‘I am not 

Syrian’, I have lived in Turkey before I lived in the Netherlands as well. I am Syrian, Turkish, Dutch, I 

am all the places where I have lived’. I asked Noor how her belief, or rather non-belief, in borders relates 

to this understanding of herself. She tells me she feels as if she is ‘cut into pieces’, belonging in Syria, 

Turkey, and the Netherlands. To her, her work helps to understand herself and to deal with these 

conflicting emotions. 

By comparing herself and other refugees to a tourist, Noor is telling a story about how she feels her 

journey shaped her experienced identity. Noor’s understanding of her identity as the sum of ‘all the 

places she has lived’, illustrates how identity is dynamic and positional, and therefore tied to place 

 
19 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interviews with Noor, 21 February 2020. 
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(Ibid.). The changing surroundings of her journey influenced who she is today and her idea of where 

she belongs.  

In terms of the metaphor, during their divergent journeys, my participants have travelled past 

various locations on the way to their final destination. As a result, their backpacks are filled with 

souvenirs of experiences, memories and relationships that are linked to those places. As the backpack 

stands for my participants’ self-perception, the ever changing content of the backpack indicate the 

transformability of their experienced identity. Moreover, the gathering of souvenirs instigated an 

experienced attachment to certain places. Because their identities are shaped by and connected to these 

places in which they no longer reside, their natural desire to belong is challenged. In other words, my 

participants often experience their identities as being weaved across the variety of locations to which 

they have related themselves (Saloul, 2007). As a result, they are now dealing with the difficulties of 

belonging both ‘here’ and ‘there’ at the same time (Suárez-Orozco, 2001). Even though all journeys and 

experiences were different, many participants talked about similar understandings of ‘being cut into 

pieces’. Their journeys, the places they passed, the people they met and the experiences they went 

through shaped the way they started their ‘new’ lives in the Netherlands.  

 

‘I have moved in exile’: A state of ‘in betweenness’ 

 

Whereas Noor described a feeling of belonging to multiple places as a result of her journey, Mudar 

talked about belonging ‘in between’ places, as he introduced me to his experience of ‘exile’. Therefore, 

in the following section I will build on Victor Turner’s approach of exile as a possible factor within 

liminality, or transitional phases. This exile makes that people in transition, such as refugees and their 

journeys, experience themselves as detached, alienated and in a permanent state of ‘in betweenness’ 

(Turner, 1969). 

After Mudar and I, a novelist and script-writer from Damascus, briefly spoke over the phone, 

we made an appointment to meet in person.20 Moments after we first introduced ourselves, Mudar 

already enthusiastically invited me to visit an art-performance he would be part of a few days later. The 

performance was developed by his friend, artist Joseph Sassoon. He explained that originally, Sassoon 

was from Israel, but he was forced to move between multiple countries over the course of his life. The 

performance was developed to reflect on this experience, which he referred to as living in ‘exile’. When 

I asked him why he figured the performance could be relevant to observe for my research, he answered: 

‘I can relate to this experience of exile. It has shaped my identity’. Two days later I was biking towards 

the Jewish Historical Museum, unsure about what I would encounter.  

  

 
20 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Mudar 3 February 2020. 
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Performance Mudar ‘The Last Galut’, Jewish Historical Museum, 16-01 

The small basement hallway, which normally functioned as a fusty cloakroom, was completely 

packed. Parallel to the white, window-less walls, people had queued up next to each other, in 

order to get a glimpse of the performance that was about to commence. The amount of people 

in the room, combined with a lack of fresh air filled my nose with smothering scents. In the 

centre of the room, I noticed four chairs. Mudar was sitting on one of them, holding a booklet 

and a tin can, from which hung a thin thread. When he saw me, he nodded enthusiastically, after 

which he directed his focus towards his booklet. A piano, located in the corner of the room, 

started playing. At the same time, Mudar and the other performers on the remaining three chairs, 

brought the tin cans to their mouths. Mudar started reading out lines from the book, as he 

directed Arabic words into the can. I tried to divide my attention as I heard the other performers 

reading their lines in Hebrew, English and Dutch. All of a sudden, I noticed the sound of a bell 

coming my way. A man was crossing the already packed hallway with a bicycle under his arm, 

ringing the bell repeatedly, until the audience made place. The crowd relocated trying to make 

way. The woman next to me picked up the other end of Mudars tin can -and thread, from which 

another can was hanging. She brought it to her ears, and started listening to Mudars Arabic 

words. Others followed her lead, the crowd started moving and crossing the room, adding 

another layer of chaotic dynamics. Just when I got used to the overwhelming impulses, a bare-

footed girl stood still in front of me, wearing nothing but a white dress. She was holding a large 

mirror. After staring into my eyes for what felt like minutes, she held up the mirror in front of 

my face, while talking directly to me in Hebrew. I felt highly uncomfortable, as I did not 

understand what she was saying. On top of that, the fusion of the sounds – the piano, the voices 

speaking different languages, the bike with its bell, and now the striking girl in front of me – 

and the continuous, pressing movements of the crowd made that at this point I was unable to 

make sense of anything that was happening. Let alone my participation in it.  

 

I told Mudar about my feelings of disarray and discomfort. Mudar looked at me and smiled. He 

responded that these were the exact feelings they were trying to provoke through the performance. They 

wanted to simulate the ‘exile’. I asked him what he understood to be this experience of exile. ‘I have 

lived in like three or four cities in Syria, and in United Arab Emirates, in Lebanon, in Qatar. I have 

moved ten times into ten apartments, here in the Netherlands I have changed ten apartments … I have 

moved in the exile’. To Mudar, the performance was a way of portraying a certain ‘cultural confusion’ 

that he and other refugees have to face. Mudar: ‘Constantly hearing these contrasting languages, but 

also the different cultures you encounter, and the expectations that come with it. It is about how to deal 

with these voices and to find and shape your own identity while living in exile’. 

 By emphatically summing up his journey, I felt like Mudar tried to emphasise the complexity 

of his displacement. Mudar’s literal statement of ‘living in exile’ is a telling example of the way in which 
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some of my participants talked about the transformative role of their journeys. Many of them experience 

a similar sense of ‘in betweenness’. As Mudar’s performance aimed to simulate, the variety of places 

they encountered during their journeys shaped their perception of the self. Similar to Noor’s description 

of ‘being cut into pieces’, these attachments, memories and familiarities co-exist in what they now see 

as their identity. For many participants, however, these attachments make that they are familiar with 

many things, but feel at home with none. Therefore, they are neither one nor the other, they are in 

between. As Mudar describes it, this ‘in betweenness’ results in cultural confusion, which makes that 

my participants have to ‘deal with different voices’ that make up their identity. As they try to handle 

these voices, many of them are unsure what to denote as their essential (cultural) self, and therefore 

struggle with questions about where they really belong.  

 

4.2 ‘Here come the refugees’ - Ascribed bureaucratic ‘refugee identities’  
 

In the following section, I will explore how processes of cultural flow as described in the previous 

sections, have resulted in the establishment of cultural closure. I will do so building on the work of Arjun 

Appadurai and Roger Zetter, as their work has addressed the production of bureaucratic identities by 

authorities. According to them, the production of bureaucratic identities through the forming and 

politicizing of  the ‘refugee identity’, allows nation states, such as the Netherlands, to mediate state 

interests. This ‘refugee identity’ stigmatizes, and produces presumptions and stereotypes, enabling them 

to limit admission of refugees in order to protect local identity (Appadurai, 1995; Zetter, 2007).  

 

The refugee narrative: A stigmatizing ‘refugee identity’ 

 

‘[I wanted to portray the image of Syrians] that’s not presented in the media. And also in 

documentaries most of the times. You see films about refugees, you always see them with a very 

sad tone, and very victimizing role, or a terroristic touch, or radical touch or something. So I 

wanted to show who we are, really are. Just as humans, not as the stereotypes’. - Pegy21  

 

I initially wanted to interview Pegy, a young woman from Homs, because she was the main character in 

a documentary called ‘Batuta’. The film shows Pegy as a teenage female refugee, arriving to the 

Netherlands by herself, as she struggles to make sense of her ‘new’ life. When we first met, Pegy left a 

vivid impression on me. I asked her why she agreed to develop the film. Her posture changed and her 

shoulders strengthened. She twisted her nose piercing around as she took a moment to think about her 

response. ‘I want to show that there is more to being a refugee’. I asked her what she meant by ‘more’. 

‘Well the thing is, being a refugee, or the refugee group let’s say, we’re very different from eachother. 

You know, I know a lot of refugees from Syria or Palestine or other places, like from Iran, places that 

 
21 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Pegy, 30 January 2020.  
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I’ve never heard of before … And we’re so different from each other, everyone has a different story, a 

different reason that they left’. Pegy felt part of what she defined as ‘a refugee group’. She explained 

that although this group is ‘very different from each other’, they are often portrayed and therefore 

perceived as if they are all the same. ‘People think refugees are dirty, uneducated ‘farmers’, victims of 

war trying their luck in more prosperous lands. And also, many Dutch people think that all refugees 

from the Middle East are radical Muslims. We are not … What kind of papers you have, could change 

a whole perspective about a person, it should not be like this. That’s why I’m trying to make my own 

way of dealing with it’. Pegy made ‘Batuta’ to change this perception about refugees. ‘I just loved how 

touched people were, and how it kind of changed maybe their mindset, or their ideas. Or how their 

thoughts about refugees in general. And I think they were really more open as well’.   

 The media presentation and societal perception of refugees which Pegy is referring to, can be 

understood as the result of established ‘cultural closure’ (Geschiere & Meyer, 1999). Large scale refugee 

flows towards the outer borders of Europe due to the war in Syria resulted in an experienced threat of 

local identity. In response, the so called ‘European refugee crisis’ was officially declared in 2015 by 

The European Union.22 From this moment onwards, media outlets and the political debates that were 

addressing refugees or refugee flows have emphasised this notion of a ‘crisis’. Such debates can be 

understood in the context of the socio-cultural interactions between ethnoscapes and mediascapes. 

Here, the ethnoscapes of moving groups such as refugees are represented through mediascapes in 

a problematic manner, actively creating images of the world (Appadurai, 1996). In doing so, the manner 

in which this - in Pegy’s terms - ‘refugee group’, is represented, influences the beliefs and attitudes 

towards this group. The bureaucratically constructed ‘refugee identity’ and the accompanied societal 

perception was born, understanding refugees as a problem, and, moreover, as a threat (Appadurai, 1995; 

Zetter, 2007).  

After crossing the Dutch border and applying for asylum, my participants were automatically 

assigned to and understood by this ‘refugee identity’. The way this narrative portrays them, however, is 

often not in line with how they understand themselves. The majority of my participants identified as 

individuals coming from large cities in Syria, that finished their bachelor degrees. They often understood 

themselves not to be religious, let alone Muslims, and emphasised their ‘open mindedness’. The ‘refugee 

identity’ which Pegy characterized, does not recognize them as such. Moreover, it homogenizes and 

stigmatizes them, produces restricting assumptions and stereotypes, and hereby fails to include all facets 

of their identity.  

A good example of how the structural conception of a ‘refugee identity’ and subsequent 

stereotypes shape the daily lives of my participants, can be found in their careers and professional 

opportunities. The majority of my participants are artists, operating in the creative field. More than once, 

 
22 European Commission (2015). A European Agenda on Migration. Retrieved from: 

https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-

migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf 

https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/homeaffairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/backgroundinformation/docs/eam_state_of_play_20151014_migration_priority_en.pdf
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I was told that they could generally only contribute to projects as long as it is on a voluntary basis, 

without any financial compensation. Pegy explained: ‘People will say ‘You are a refugee, right? You 

can do it for free?’ They are taking advantage of refugees, because they think they have no other option’. 

Not only do such restricting assumptions influence the income, and therefore the stability and security 

of my participants, it also makes them feel unrecognized as worthy artists to their full potential. 

Therefore, this example illustrates how the societal perception of refugees impacts their social position, 

relationships, freedom, opportunities, and experience of dignity. The constructed ‘refugee identity’ 

excludes, marginalizes, and victimizes refugees of fundamental social disfranchisement. 

 

Mutual construction: The identity-trap  

 

Moreover, as identity is positional, misrecognition of identity can also result in internal and external 

alienation. Therefore, in the following section I will elaborate on how the assigned ‘refugee identity’ in 

some cases influences my participants’ perception of the self.  

 

I sat down on a peeling leather couch, which was positioned in the middle of a small container 

apartment.23 I reached out to Razan, a female film-maker from Damascus, because of her ego-

documentary ‘Before I Forget’. In the film, she studies her memories of Syria, and how these memories 

transformed after leaving Syria and settling in the Netherlands. She invited me over to conduct an 

interview. Razan sat opposite of me on a spinning office chair, her legs curled up against her chest. She 

lit up her cigarette, filling up the small room with thick smoke. As she looked at me, she stroked her 

curly red hair behind her ears, and asked: ‘So what do you want to know?’. I asked Razan if she could 

explain her ideas for the film. She tapped off her cigarette and took a deep breath. ‘So the documentary 

‘Before I forget’ is about memories, and how they function in your brain. And how when you are not 

allowed to go back to the place where your memories happen, how does that influence you 

psychologically. And how does that make you, basically have a new image about yourself.’. For Razan, 

the goal of the film, apart from understanding herself and her memories, was to show a different story 

about refugees to people that believe in certain stereotypes. Similar to Pegy’s objective, she wanted to 

show who ‘they really are’. As humans, instead of the refugees. ‘For me, it was also a process to not to 

fall into this trap. Because, in the end, maybe Foucault said it, but: ‘we are never objective’. We’re 

always in touch with the outside, and the outside is influencing the image we have about ourselves as 

well. And I noticed suddenly that my memory of Syria, started to shape in a way that looks like the way 

the western media is presenting Syria. Or how the other Western friends see Syria. I’m like ‘fuck I’m 

forgetting really who I am, and where I come from’. I’m forgetting the place and placing those memories 

in a different way, that matches the way the society here gives me, and projects on me … We are having 

 
23 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interviews with Razan 9 March 2020. 
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and living this conflict of mirroring ourselves with the society here that doesn’t know us. So the mirror 

is distorted’. 

What this shows is the image people have about refugees has started to influence how Razan 

understands herself. The fact that identity is constructed in everyday negotiations is illustrated by her 

explanation of mirroring herself with others (Taylor, 1994; Easthope, 2009). As these negotiations are 

often with Dutch people that understand refugees based on the homogenizing and stigmatizing ‘refugee 

identity’, Razan gradually started to internalize this ‘refugee identity’ (Taylor, 1990). Although she did 

recognize this process of internalization, which she referred to as a ‘trap’, she claimed that the perception 

is ‘disordered’. Razan felt like the process alienated her and made her drift away from who she really is 

(Ibid.).   

Therefore, through her film, Razan tried to illuminate and analyse this process. By 

deconstructing it, she is making an effort to bypass the ‘trap’, hereby staying true to what she understands 

to be her identity. Like Razan, several other participants are dealing with the issue she defines as an 

‘identity-trap’. The homogenizing and stigmatizing societal perceptions of their ‘refugee identity’ 

impact the way in which they understand themselves. Some participants made statements which 

indicated they are not necessarily consciously aware that this process is unfolding, others, like Razan, 

quite literally addressed it.  

 

Amsterdam classification: The ‘newcomer’ 

 

One day, when I visited the community centre of BOOST Amsterdam, a meeting-place and language 

school for refugees, I discovered something remarkable. As I was introducing my research to some of 

the social workers, I was quickly informed about the fact that BOOST preferred to not use the term 

‘refugees’. Instead, they spoke about ‘newcomers’ (nieuwkomers). To them, the term ‘refugees’ implied 

a variety of negative assumptions within the Dutch society.24 Furthermore, they explained, many people 

that are perceived as ‘refugees’ (vluchtelingen) are already, or not yet, in possession of a residency 

permit. Therefore, from a legal perspective, they are not considered refugees. Instead of focussing on 

their histories with displacement and the negative associations that come with the term ‘refugees’, the 

BOOST-employees explained that they want to emphasise the fact that their clients are new to the 

Netherlands. They want them to feel welcome and help them to get familiar to the Dutch system. I would 

later find out, that the term ‘newcomer’ is one that is widely employed within Amsterdam and 

recognized by several other social organisations.  

By using the term ‘newcomers’, the social workers are actively trying to circumnavigate the 

homogenizing and stigmatising implications that come with the bureaucratically ascribed ‘refugee 

identity’. Although I understood that the construction of the additional category of ‘newcomers’ was 

 
24 This is comparable with contemporary discussions within Dutch politics about no longer using the 

differentiation of ‘allochthonous’ and ‘autochthonous’, due to its stigmatising effects. 
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meant to counter social disfranchisements, I could not shake off the feeling that the characteristics and 

implications of the category are similar, if not the same, to those of the category of ‘refugees’. I felt that 

by shifting the focus from displacement (refugee) to being new (newcomers), this new category equally 

emphasises the fact that the individuals it includes do not essentially belong in the Netherlands, and are 

therefore still considered an ‘other’. As this ‘other’ is the thing experienced as a threat, subsequent 

exclusion and marginalization proceeds to exist. In this line of thought, the construction of the new 

‘newcomers’ category would merely entail an ineffective change in terminology. 

Since the term ‘newcomers’ is one that is that was generally introduced by refugee (or 

newcomer)-organisations, I wondered how my participants felt about the categorisation themselves. 

Were they aware of this differentiation between the term refugee and newcomer, how did they 

understand it, and did this change the way they were perceived, or perceived themselves? I asked Mudar 

about his perspective on the matter when we were having coffee one day.25 After posing my question, 

Mudar grinned, and pointed at a poster on the other side of the café. It was a poster for the theatre show 

‘How I Acquired the Talent of Life’ (Hoe ik talent voor het leven kreeg). Mudar explained that the play 

is based on a book, and tells the story about a young Arab man that fled his country and lives in a Dutch 

AZC. The crew primarily consists of refugees from a variety of cultural backgrounds. He paused for a 

moment. ‘I wrote a published article on the play, but the director asked me to change the word ‘refugee’ 

into ‘newcomer’’. Mudar did not see the point. He said that refugees are what they are, and that it is 

nothing to be ashamed of. He experienced this transformation of turning ‘refugee’ into ‘newcomer’ as 

racism. ‘You think it will hurt them, so you change it. This means that you think it is something bad, 

which makes it racist’. 

Mudars reluctancy to change the term of ‘refugees’ into ‘newcomers’ may be explained through 

the fact that this transformation indirectly acknowledges and reproduces the presumptions and 

stereotypes that are inherent to the societal perception of refugees. To Mudar, these stereotypes are often 

of a racist nature, so he therefore refers to the transformation, and thereby the acknowledgement of these 

stereotypes as an act of racism.  

It is clear to me that social organisations within Amsterdam, such as BOOST, are making an 

effort to challenge homogenization, stigmatisation and consequent social disenfranchisement of 

refugees, by replacing the category of ‘refugee’ with ‘newcomers’. However, I found that the latter 

implies the same one dimensional classifications and restrictions. Similar to Mudar, other participants 

also emphasised that changing the label does not change the way society perceives them. More so, the 

terms are often used as synonyms, without distinguishing their differences, both by social workers and 

my participants.  

What this indicates is that the constructed category of ‘newcomers’ is rather a part of the 

bureaucratically ascribed ‘refugee identity’. The transformation of the label ‘refugee’ is something that 

 
25 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interviews with Mudar, 26 February 2020. 
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has been addressed by Zetter. He states that due to increasing complexities with migration, bureaucratic 

processes fraction and transform labels in order to retain control. However, he emphasises: “this 

contrasts with an inclusive and homogeneous connotation of the past, although producing similarly 

negative impacts on those who are labelled.” (Zetter, 2007, p. 174). In this line of thought, I argue that 

despite the efforts that are made to counter the exclusive mechanisms that are the result of the societal 

refugee narrative, by shifting the focus from the label ‘refugees’ to ‘newcomers’, the societal perception 

of a ‘refugee identity’ makes that my participants continue to feel homogenized, stigmatized and, 

moreover, misrecognized for how they see themselves. 
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5. ‘Art is like a language, it is a piece of me’ - Performing cultural 

arts  
 

International Theatre Amsterdam, 18-02 – Masters of Syria concert. 

A few days earlier, Marwa a female illustrator from Al-Sweida, had invited me to join her to visit the 

concert ‘Masters of Syria’, in the International Theatre of Amsterdam. The Masters of Syria, as the 

orchestra calls themselves, consists of orchestra members of Syrian National Orchestra of Arabic Music. 

We made our way through the grotesque entry lobby while we entered the concert hall. Our balcony seats 

gave us a perfect view of the stage and the audience. As we sat down, I took in the instruments stalled out 

on stage. The orchestra entered. The crowd went wild. Once the applause swelled, one of the musicians 

grabbed the microphone and addressed the audience: ‘Tonight, we hope to show the different side of 

Syria. We hope to show the beautiful culture and art.’. The orchestra started playing, and immediately I 

was carried away by the beautiful sound of music.  

After a short recess, the lights dimmed again. Just as the orchestra was about to commence, I heard a 

woman’s voice from the audience beneath me. She demanded to stop the performance. The spotlights 

were on her. At this point I would have sworn it was part of the performance. The woman broke the 

silence by starting a rant. She screamed at the performers ‘this is not Syrian music, this is Egyptian music. 

You don’t deserve the name Masters of Syria if you are performing songs from other countries’. When 

she was going in for another negative comment, the audience stopped her: ‘That’s enough’. The whole 

crowd started yelling, clapping their hands and stamping their feet.  The woman took her loss and returned 

to her seat. At that point, the narrator of the evening climbed the stage. He emphasised his appreciation 

for the orchestra, as he said: ‘This is bullshit, the Middle-East are all brothers and sisters, we are one. We 

should stick together instead of dividing’. 

 

This vignette highlights the essential tension that forms the content of this chapter. We may ask, how to 

understand the anger of this woman? Why is the attribution of ‘Syrian’ to, in this case, music, such a 

sensitive issue for her? Apparently, the ‘Masters of Syria’ were of a different opinion about the 

‘Syrianness’ of the music than the woman.  

In this chapter I will elaborate on the cultural arts that I encountered in the field. I will describe 

the art forms and mediums my participants are engaging in, hereby focussing on their claims of ‘things’ 

– music, theatre, stories, food – regarded Syrian by some, and not Syrian by others. Moreover, I will 

explain their performative nature, hereby building on Richard Schechner’s work on performance studies 

(Schechner, 2017). Here, following Regina Bendix’ approach to folklore culture, I will show that there 

are performances of different sorts, making a distinction between ‘authentic’ folklore arts, and popular 

arts (Bendix, 2009). In doing so, I will indicate the roles that these performances play in dealing with 

the changing experienced and ascribed identity of my participants, as described in the previous chapter.  
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5.1 Cultural arts forms and mediums: Folklore and popular arts 
 

In the following section, I will introduce two organizations which I consider to be telling examples of 

places where my participants are engaging in cultural practices. The practices I mainly encountered took 

place in the ‘creative scene’ of Amsterdam. Therefore, these practices can be described as ‘cultural arts’, 

as the Syrians I met were engaging in practices of music, dance, storytelling, literature, theatre, film, 

documentaries, visual art, photography, new media, food and more. Here, I will follow Kuper’s 

understanding of culture as “a way of talking about collective identities, it is a matter of ideas” (Kuper, 

1999, p.3). At the same time, these ideas are shaped by cultural practices, such as cultural arts. Therefore, 

I will argue that my participants’ engagements in cultural arts show that they are dealing with questions 

about ‘what they consider as their Syrian identity in the Amsterdam context’.  

 

Mezrab: The House of Stories 

 

I used to regularly visit a small community theatre called Mezrab, or ‘The House of Stories’. About 

twenty years ago, this theatre was founded by an Iranian family. One day, I met Sahand, the older brother 

in the family, and he gave me some insights into the history of the theatre. He explained that they initially 

started Mezrab by organizing informal nights in their living room in the Amsterdam neighbourhood the 

Jordaan. Here, they would share Iranian poetry and stories, missing these arts from back ‘home’. Mezrab 

was established to preserve this culture and to share it with others. As it grew over the years, the theatre 

is now one of the most well-known multicultural community theatres in Amsterdam. Its performers 

come from a variety of cultural backgrounds, resulting in folklore performances related to Eastern-

Europe, Asia and the Middle East. Every night, the theatre opens its doors for free, so everyone, wealthy 

or not, can enjoy the immersive stories, music and dance that are shared.  

 Every time I dropped by on the weekly storytelling-nights, Esmael, a young storyteller and 

musician from Raqqa, was there.26 While the audience was sitting on the floor, leaning into big decorated 

pillows, Esmael grabbed a chair and sat down right in the centre. At Mezrab, the atmosphere was always 

lively, but whenever Esmael was about to tell a story, you could hear a pin drop. To Esmael, telling 

stories about his own experiences is a way to deal with his past. One night, he told a story about a little 

Syrian boy. I remember thinking: this story must be about him. The boy lived in a small, remote house. 

He was watching television. The news was on, reporting about a war in Iraq. The boy looked at the 

reporter, feeling unworried, feeling free, thinking this was something far away, and that it would never 

happen to him. When he grew up, the war in Syria started. He eventually had to leave that same house 

behind, just like the seemingly distant Iranians he had seen as a little boy.   

 
26 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interviews with Esmael and Elie, 17 January 

2020. 
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‘Through storytelling, I can tell stories that have never been told before. About what I have seen in my 

country. I have a lot of stories to tell, but I don’t know yet how to do that. I want to bring it across with 

the right emotions. I don’t want pity’. I asked him if he wanted to bring across a certain message through 

telling his stories at Mezrab. He responded that he wants to make people aware of the war. ‘I want to 

show that the war is horrible, and it is something that can happen to anyone’. By telling his memories 

through the eyes of an innocent child, Esmael tries to make the story of war and what it means to ‘become 

a refugee’ relatable.  

 Besides storytelling, Esmael is also a driven musician. To him Syrian folk music learned back 

in Syria, are still very important. Every two weeks, when Mezrab organizes jam sessions, he performs 

these songs on stage. Esmael: ‘Middle Eastern folk songs are so beautiful, they need to be shared’. One 

night, when I walked in, Esmael was sitting at the bar with Elie, the Syrian singer from Aleppo that 

introduced us to his journey in chapter 4. While I greeted them, surprised about how they knew each 

other, they told me about how they met during the Mezrab jam sessions. We watched the show together, 

and after a couple of performances, they stood up and took the stage together. Esmael and Elie sat down 

next to each other, patiently waiting to the accompanying sound of the ud, a traditional Middle Eastern 

string instrument, to commence. Elie started to sing an Arabic song, and not much later Esmael joined 

him. Their voices effortlessly harmonised in sync with each other’s rhythms. To me, it seemed as if they 

had known each other for years.  

Elie always made a nervous impression on me. Except when he was singing. He told me he grew 

up in a segregated Christian community and started singing as a child in the church. When I asked him 

if he visited Mezrab often, his eyes lit up. ‘Yes’, he smiled. After Elie settled in Amsterdam, he started 

looking for familiar places, places that feel like ‘home’. To him, Mezrab is one of those places. Here, 

he has the opportunity to listen to the Middle Eastern folklore music which he knows from his childhood, 

and to perform and connect with other Syrians, such as Esmael.  

Although Mezrab is not exclusively focused on Syrian culture, it is a popular place where many 

of my participants come together to perform and enjoy what they generally refer to as Middle Eastern 

folklore art forms. Esmael’s and Elie’s appreciation for Mezrab indicates the significant role of cultural 

arts in their everyday daily lives as Amsterdam Syrian refugees. Through engagements in performed 

folklore cultural arts in places such as Mezrab, my participants are in a way reproducing what they 

understand as their ‘Syrian’ culture. They do so by sharing stories about their experienced ‘collective 

identities’ as Syrian refugees living in Amsterdam (Kuper, 1999). Moreover, as shown by Elie’s quest 

for a place that feels like ‘home’, the arts familiarities allow my participants to attach to a certain place, 

and to connect with other people. In this way, they are provided in their natural desire to belong to a 

group (Geschiere, 2009).  
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Salwa Foundation: a platform for ‘newcomer’ artists 

 

One day, when trying to find out about projects that work with Syrian artists, I stumbled upon the Salwa 

Foundation. After contacting the foundation through e-mail, I was brought into contact with its founder: 

Yara, a conceptual artist from Sweida. She invited me to meet her at her work studio, where she told me 

about her motivations to start the foundation.27 A first reason why she initially started is that she wants 

to support artists from a newcomer background. Her goal is to create something inclusive. Therefore, 

she does not work on helping ‘refugees’, but ‘newcomers’ in general. This term ‘newcomer’, to her 

encompasses ‘new Amsterdam citizens’ in the broadest sense. When I asked her in what way the 

foundation supports these ‘newcomer artists’, she told me that Salwa tries to build a platform. They 

encourage new artists, connect them, and expand their practices through organizing events, projects and 

workshops. As a second objective, Salwa aims to be a place where newcomer artists feel welcome and 

at home. A place where they feel like they belong to something. To Yara, this is important, because 

through her work she aims to challenge stereotypical perceptions about migrants and refugees: ‘[At 

Salwa] We’re kind of creating a platform where people can talk for themselves. Because I am tired of 

people talking for me, that want to save people of colour.’ She laughed generously. ‘For me that does 

not articulate what I want to express...’. Later, she added: ‘I am not here to entertain a white community, 

I am here to work for myself and build something for myself and my friends. And if some people want 

to join, they’re welcome. And that’s what’s happening in our space, and that’s super cool’. 

In a second interview, we talked about the ‘Syrianness’ of arts in the Amsterdam context.28 For 

Yara, the ‘authentic’ arts that are presented as ‘Syrian culture’ within the Amsterdam creative scene are 

not something she recognizes herself in. She feels this presentation of Syrian culture is false and shallow, 

and only reproduces the stereotypes she is trying to overcome. ‘It makes me suffocate … It’s 

stereotyping. And I don’t want to be represented like that’. She compared these presentations of ‘Syrian 

culture’ with a brief visit to a far-away place: ‘I mean, it’s like people going to a country, and doing all 

the tourist parts, and never going to the real places’. Instead of focusing on these ‘false’ cultural arts that 

supposedly explicate Syrian culture, Yara uses the art-studio in Salwa to produce abstract paintings and 

art installations. In doing so, she wants to show Dutch society how she perceives her identity, by 

narrating and sharing her personal experiences through her art pieces. Yara referred to the way people 

react when she tells them she is from Syria as ‘a gap with empathy’. This ‘gap’ inspires the conceptual 

subjects behind her work. Yara: ‘I don’t try to actively fill it (the gap with empathy) up. I just think 

about it, write about it, and work about it, a lot. Because I am interested in the history of ethnicity, and 

fluxes of migration’. Through her work, Yara hopes to gain attention and provide insight into the 

aftermath of war. She emphasised the absence and importance of such topics in public debates: ‘No one 

 
27 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Yara, 21 January 2020.  
28 The following section is based on a second interview with Yara, 19 February 2020.  
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cares about fixing. People want to talk about what happened, how it happened. But what about 

afterwards, after we came here, or I came here? And now we’re completely fucked in the head, we don’t 

know what’s going on, we don’t know. You know? Like, that’s important I think’.  

The Salwa foundation is another good example of an organisation where several of my 

participants are engaging in arts. In this case, it is interesting that the art forms that are developed and 

presented at Salwa are different mediums than at Mezrab. More so, as illustrated by the statements of 

founder Yara, Salwa tries to distance itself from the notion of ‘refugees’ and, what she refers to as 

accessory stereotyping folklore art forms. Several of my participants indicated that they do not feel like 

the folklore art forms that are presented as ‘Syrian’ represent their identity. They are also telling stories 

about their identity as Syrians living in Amsterdam, but hereby focus on thematic, abstract and 

conceptual art. Similar to Mezrab, Salwa provides newcomers with the opportunity to attach to a place 

and to connect with people, contributing to an experienced sense of belonging for my participants.  

The emergence of places like Mezrab and Salwa are an illustration of the increasing presence 

and visibility of Syrian refugees in Amsterdam through public expressions of cultural arts. As shown in 

the previous chapter, processes of displacement have challenged my participants’ sense of a ‘stable 

identity’. As cultural practices, such as arts, are a way to express identity, the arts allow my participants 

to deal with their changing self-perception. Moreover, participants such as Yara, employ it to engage 

with the contrasting ways in which others perceive them. Obviously, there is no clear agreement on what 

it means to be Syrian when living in Amsterdam. For many of my participants their identity is related to 

‘folklore’ arts. In anthropology and ethnology folklore has been a central object of study. In particular, 

Regina Bendix’ ‘in search of authenticity’ has been fundamental. Although it is not my aim to expand 

on the field of folklore studies, her work is relevant because it demonstrates the constructed and 

politicized nature of what is perceived or regarded as ‘authentic’ cultural practices (Bendix, 2009). 

Artists such as Esmael and Elie understand their Syrian culture and identity in relation to these 

‘authentic’ folklore arts. Others like Yara, however, empathetically choose to tell stories through rather 

‘popular art’ forms. They do not recognize these apparent ‘authentic’ Syrian arts as true markers of their 

identity. More so, Yara explicitly emphasised their constructed nature. Therefore, some participants 

reject these folklore arts as the expression of their culture and identity. Instead, they narrate stories of 

displacement, identity and exclusion through conceptual work.  

In summary, Esmael and Elie claim their storytelling and music to be ‘authentic’ folklore Syrian 

arts. However, Yara, as well as the woman in the openings vignette disagree, they do not recognize the 

‘Syrianness’ that is attributed to these performances. These claims and counterclaims show that although 

all my participants are using their cultural arts to deal with questions about ‘what it means to be a Syrian 

refugee in Amsterdam’, there is no general agreement on what can be indisputably defined as a Syrian 

culture, or Syrian identity. My participants’ artistic expressions are a way for them to reproduce ‘their’ 

culture, and thereby connect to what they perceive as the ‘Syrian’ part of their identity. In other words, 

the performances of cultural practices, such as arts, make that they are reproducing their experienced 
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‘collective identities’ (Kuper, 1999). Moreover, the public expressions of the arts are also used as a 

means to take matters into their own hands. The reproduction of ‘their’ Syrian culture allows them to 

share stories about how they perceive their identity as Syrian refugees living in Amsterdam, and what 

this entails according to them. 

 

5.2 Marking identities: Performing Amsterdam Syrian refugee narratives 
 

Locations such as Mezrab and Salwa provide possibilities for my participants to deal with their identity 

being a Syrian refugee living in Amsterdam. Through the cultural arts they narrate stories about this 

experienced identity, and hereby also deal with the contrasting way in which society perceives them.  

The majority of cultural arts I encountered were of a performative nature. Here, I will build on 

Schechner’s work on performances studies, understanding performance as a way to “mark identities, 

bend time, reshape and adorn the body, and tell stories” (Schechner, 2017, p. 22). The in the performance 

evoked relationship has the power to influence the audience. The following vignette presents an example 

of how performances are used by my participants to narrate stories about their identities. This 

performance took place at the opening of the exhibition ‘Pop-up Mosque’. This exhibition was a 

presentation curated by five Syrian artists living in the Netherlands that were aiming to stimulate 

dialogue about Islamic culture and the imposed violent identity and stereotypes that are inherent to this 

identity through their work. 

  

CBK Zuid-Oost, 05-03 – Exhibition opening pop-up Mosque 

Azouz and I entered the glass door of CBK-Zuidoost, an exhibition space for intercultural 

contemporary art. We found our way to the cloakroom, as we scoured through the packed lobby. 

I noticed the penetrating smell of alcohol, as I heard Azouz saying “hey, raki!”. He pulled me 

with him towards the bar, handed me a glass of raki, and introduced me to the traditional anise-

flavoured distilled beverage. While we were sipping our drinks, I observed the space. The lobby 

was filled with a variety of people, both Dutch and Middle Eastern-looking. Among them were 

several of my participants. While Azouz and I greated them, a woman grabbed the microphone, 

asking everyone to gather around. The introductory speeches commenced. After a rather 

uninspiring speech from a delegate from the municipality, the crowd cleared the way for two 

performers. In the middle of the hall, a young Syrian woman in Arabic garments entered the 

stage. She was accompanied by a man who gently started playing the ud. The room was filled 

with Arabic melodies, while the woman slowly started to belly-dance to the rhythm of the ud. 

As the music was swelling, her movements got bolder and more intense. She circled through the 

space, clapping her hands and stamping her bare feet, as the audience anticipated her next move. 

All of a sudden, she stood still, as she picked up a piece of fabric from which she created a veil-

looking garment to cover her face. She fell to the ground and picked up two ropes that were 
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covered in small bells. With every movement the bells rang. After she effortlessly attached the 

ropes to her wrists, she started dancing again. The ud player picked up the pace and increased 

the volume, and her body followed the music. She started to passionately smack the ropes up 

and down, as if she was trying to free herself from them, which made the bells ring louder and 

louder. The audience was captivated as they watched her elegantly struggle her way through the 

performance. After a minute or so, she gave up her fight as she silently laid herself down on the 

floor. The ud player stroke his last note.  

 

While I was trying to make sense of the message behind the performance, I bumped into an old Dutch 

acquaintance that works with artists in the area. We exchanged our interpretations. We tried to figure 

out if it was it a way of communicating the struggle of woman trying to break free from female 

suppression? A call for gender equality and freedom? Later, when Azouz and I left, I asked him how he 

experienced the performance. He laughed, and responded “it was great, I love the ud”. Apparently, 

Azouz was not so engaged by the dance. 

What this performance indicates, is that although no literal statements were made, the 

performers were telling a story. The Arabic garments of the dancers, combined with traditional Middle 

Eastern belly dancing and music were in a way ‘marking identities’. The topic of the exhibition, in 

combination with these elements made me understand that the performers were setting the stage to 

convey a message about Middle Eastern identity, and its relation to a perceived Islamic identity. 

Moreover, the nature of the performance itself, the intensity of the dance, and the usage of symbolic 

attributes such as a veil and ‘chains’, made my Dutch friend an me interpret the performance in a certain 

manner. Without verbally communicating the essence or moral of this story, the performance led us to 

be reflective, thereby influencing the audience, which I was part of.  

 What this shows, is that the performative character of cultural arts allows my participants to 

connect to establish a relationship with their intended audiences. Through their performances, they are 

able to “mark or change identity; make or foster community; heal; teach, persuade or convince” (Ibid., 

p. 38). Therefore, as my participants are dealing with the contrasting conceptions of their identity, they 

are mobilizing performances to reach a variety of objectives. I will elaborate on in the following chapter. 
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6. ‘I am not just a refugee’ - Mobilizing cultural arts in identity 

politics 
 

In chapter 4, we saw how Elie, Pegy and Mudar were forced to flee Syria, leaving everything behind. In 

this chapter, I will introduce the stories of Ghias, Wasim and Jawa. All Syrians that traversed similar 

journeys and obstacles as illustrated in chapter 4.  

In this chapter, I will show that for these individuals, their own ‘folklore’ and ‘popular’ cultural 

art-mediums, as introduced in chapter 5, are what keeps them going, and gives them purpose to start 

over. Moreover, I will argue that my participants are mobilizing cultural arts to engage in processes of 

‘identity politics’, dealing with issues concerning the aforementioned challenged sense of a ‘stable’ 

identity. They do so, both in order to gain a better understanding of their own identity, and a sense of 

belonging for themselves and other Syrians, and as a way to deal with the contrasting ways in which the 

Amsterdam society perceives them.  

Here, I will build further on Schechner’s work on performance studies, as he addresses how 

within a performances of cultural arts, exchange takes place between performers and audiences. This 

relationship that is hereby established can contribute to a variety of functions, mobilizing them to “mark 

or change identity; make or foster community; heal; teach, persuade or convince” (Schechner, 2017, p. 

38). In addressing both Syrian, Dutch and mixed audiences, I will link these functions of performances 

to the processes of identity politics, which is a kind of cultural politics based on the “shared, or divergent, 

notions of their identities” (Hill & Willson, 2003, p. 2). In doing so, these politics are way to create an 

understanding of the self, and to express identity to others. I will follow Geschiere’s understanding of 

belonging as a ‘feeling of security’, which is related to the natural desire to belong to a group (Geschiere, 

2009). Furthermore, building on Taylor’s ‘Politics of recognition’, I will show that my participants are 

mobilizing arts to gain societal recognition for the way they understand their identities (Taylor, 1994). 
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6.1 The Ghiath-show – A sense of belonging  
 

As I was strolling through the website of Salto Amsterdam, a platform that develops media projects to 

promote diversity within Amsterdam, I stumbled upon the Ghiath-show, an Arabic-only radio-show 

presented by Ghias.  

When we met, Ghias proudly introduced himself as a well-known Syrian journalist and radio 

personality from Damascus.29 In 2016, he had to flee the country as a result of the war. Upon his arrival 

to the Netherlands, he was moved between three AZC’s awaiting his asylum-process. By the time he 

reached his final camp in Zaandam, Ghias felt as if he had lost everything. This eventually led him into 

a severe depression. He explained his mental-health issues as the result of his incapability to adjust to 

the Dutch society. ‘When I just came, I found it is so difficult to start again’. Over time, his mental 

condition improved. He was able to go outside, and started learning about the new surrounding society 

where he found himself part of. After staying in the Zaandam-camp for three months, he developed the 

idea to help other refugees that were in similar situations as him. From that point onwards, he started to 

work with the AZC. He began to translate information - such as the camp rules and regulations, and 

important news updates - from English to Arabic. This was exactly what he was missing when he just 

arrived. ‘From here, I found my new idea to start. I say ‘okay there is a lot of people they don’t 

understand English or Dutch, and they need more information. Let’s do it, and found your way to start 

the information from English and Dutch to Arabic to the other people... And this is my first idea to start 

with my program’. 

He sent out his resume to several local radio-stations. Salto Amsterdam agreed to his proposition, 

and helped him start up the Ghiath-show. Similar to his cooperation with the AZC, the show discusses 

topics that are relevant for refugees, hereby aiming to contribute to the process of integration. According 

to Ghias, the fact that the show is in Arabic makes it familiar makes people feel safe. ‘A lot of people 

come to me ‘we have a feeling you are with us in our living room, you are part of the family, because 

we find it easy to listen to you. As you are with us in the kitchen...’. They follow because they like the 

way I tell, how I tell these things’.   

  While fleeing Syria, Ghias’ had to leave his old life and what he understood to be part of himself 

behind. His issues to connect to Dutch society indicates that his displacement, his journey, and the 

followed resettlement have challenged his experience identity and ‘home’. To him, his radio-show is a 

way of dealing with his new surroundings. As he was a radio-personality in Syria, the show allows him 

to connect to something familiar. It gives him security, purpose, and thereby an experience of dignity 

and belonging. Through his radio-performances, he builds a relationship with his audience. By speaking 

Arabic, his audience feels like they are part of a group, or as Ghias refers to it, as if he is ‘part of their 

family’. Together, they form a community, and therefore the show also contributes to the experienced 

belonging of other Syrian refugees (Geschiere, 2006).  

 
29 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Ghias, 12 March 2020. 
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Holding onto these familiarities is something that can be regarded as an establishment of cultural closure, 

as Ghias was looking for fixed orientation points (Geschiere & Meyer, 1999). Although the initial 

objective of the radio-show was to contribute to integration of refugees, Ghias’ radio-performances 

therefore made me wonder if there are also people that feel like an Arabic-only radio-show hinders 

integration, producing exclusion and disconnection instead. Although Ghias’ radio-performances induce 

a feeling of community among his Arabic-speaking audience, it also gives them the ability to stick to 

their familiar language, instead of learning to speak Dutch. As a result, concerns are raised about how 

the Syrian community that is established through the Ghiath-show, might eventually result in 

segregation and disconnection from Dutch society, instead of contributing to integration. I asked Ghias 

if he ever experienced such negative responses. He answered: ‘Ehm.. Maybe in the beginning, but not 

now. Because, now we start make interview with the Dutch people’.   

Ghias’ radio-performances as the presenter of the Ghiath-show has shown how my participants are 

mobilizing cultural arts, the popular art form of ‘new media’ in this example, in processes of ‘identity 

politics’. By specifically addressing Syrian audiences with their performances, many Syrian artists are 

marking their Syrian identity, and an experience of connectedness and community is established. The 

familiarities that come with this sense of community makes my participants and the other Syrians that 

are part of the community feel secure and at home (Geschiere, 2006). After fleeing their Syria, and 

settling in the unfamiliar Dutch society, feeling like they belong to something is of great importance, as 

it helps them to understand their own identity within their new surroundings. However, as the example 

of Ghias’ shows, performing for an audience that is only Syrian, limits interactions with Dutch society. 

Although a community is established, it is of a segregated character, which can possibly result in 

exclusive practices.  

 

6.2 The Light Side of the Moon – A sense of the self and societal recognition 
 

Whenever I introduced people to my research, Wasim would be brought up as a ‘representative’ for 

Syrian refugees in Amsterdam. I got intrigued by this reoccurring singer from Aleppo, and started to 

reach out to him. Without any luck. When he finally got back to me, the world was dealing with a 

pandemic, the coronavirus. As we were constrained to stay inside our homes, Wasim and I made an 

appointment for an online-call30.  

 Four years ago, Wasim’s house in Syria and his family’s textile factory got destroyed. After 

losing his home and his only source of income, he decided he had to leave Aleppo. Similar to Elie’s 

journey as introduced in chapter 4, Wasim crossed the Mediterranean Sea by boat, and traversed the 

Balkans on his way to a safer place. To Wasim, music played an important role during his journey. He 

told me a story about how one day, he was sitting on the ground at a Hungary border, waiting for his 

 
30 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Wasim, 19 March 2020. 
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smuggler to help him cross. As he was waiting, he tried to pass the time, singing songs he knew from 

back home. A passing Dutch journalist heard him play. The journalist approached him, and asked if he 

could record Wasim’s voice. He later uploaded the recording online, and after Wasim arrived to the 

Netherlands, they became close friends. Whenever he listens to that recoding now, he feels an intense 

emotional connection with those songs. He remembers how they comforted him, helped him to keep 

going. It brings him back to those moments. To Wasim, music was his only consolidation during his 

journey. It made him feel whole, calm and safe. It made, and still makes, him feel at home. 

 ‘I lost a lot, I lost everything. I needed to gain a lot again as well, start building’. Upon arrival 

in the Netherlands, Wasim felt lost. Whereas Ghias felt empowered by radio, Wasim found purpose in 

music. He continued to make music, and expand his practices. Initially, he explained that this was a way 

for him to ‘heal himself’. This notion of ‘healing’ and using music in personal ‘therapy’-like processes, 

were addressed by several of my participants. Here I would like to make a short digression on studies 

of psychology that show that arts and art therapy can play a significant role in treating self-understanding 

and mental issues such as post-traumatic stress. “Art is considered a healing tool. Ostensibly, “healing” 

is the calming of emotions after distress and regaining of health and feelings of well-being…” 

(Stevenson-Taylor & Mansell, 2012, p. 104). In this line of thought, arts allow Wasim, as well as my 

other participants, to deal with the new society they are part of, and therefore to gain a better 

understanding of themselves as part of this society. 

After one year of living in the Netherlands, Wasim decided he wanted to show the Dutch society 

what Syrian culture really entails, according to him. He referred to this as a quest for 'light'. His quest 

for light became reality for the first time when he organized a music festival, that combined traditional 

and modern Arabic music. He appropriately named it 'The Light Side of the Full Moon'. 'I decided to 

introduce the Netherlands to Syrian culture. The moon has two sides, and so does the refugee-crisis. I 

wanted to bridge cultures, and emphasize the 'light' side through the festival’. With this festival, he 

shifted his focus from ‘healing himself’, to ‘healing others’ and ‘healing the place around us’. When I 

asked him why he considers the place around us to be sick, he laughed. ‘The place around us sucks, 

society sucks. Politics, economy, sometimes even culture. It restraints people, it blocks potential’. 

Wasim feels like the Dutch society is misrepresenting Syrians and their culture. ‘Syria is not just about 

war, Islam and terrorism. It is a cultural civilization with a lot of beauty to it.’ Wasim does not recognize 

himself in the way others see him. Moreover, he struggles with the fact that, although he officially has 

a Dutch passport and has been living in the Netherlands for years, people still only perceive him as a 

refugee. ‘I am so much more than a refugee. I am a singer, I am an entrepreneur, I am human’. Through 

the festival and the other various music projects and performances, Wasim hopes to connect Dutch and 

Syrians, so they can understand each other better, and live together. 

Wasim’s story about the role of music in his life in the Netherlands, brings to light several ways 

in which my participants use arts in processes of ‘identity politics’. First of all, Wasim’s expressed 

connecting with music during his journey, and the role it has played in his process of ‘healing’, illustrates 
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how my participants mobilize arts to gain a better understanding of their own identities. Moreover, in 

cultural events such as ‘The Light Side of the Full Moon’, Syrian artists aim to address a mixed audience 

(both Syrian and Dutch) in their performances. Wasim’s urge to show the ‘positive’ side of Syria to the 

Dutch audience, is a clear example of discrepancies between the experienced and ascribed ‘refugee 

identity’. Returning to Taylor’s ‘politics of recognition’, Wasim’s case clearly demonstrates the role that 

arts can play in such recognition processes (Taylor, 1994). By performing arts, he is marking his 

experienced identity as a Syria refugee living in Amsterdam. In this way, he hopes to make the 

discrepancies between their experienced and the ascribed identity visible. Participants such as Wasim 

are mobilizing arts to gain societal recognition for what they perceive as their Syrian culture. By marking 

their identities in front of mixed audiences, my participants aim to induce mutual understanding, by 

starting dialogue and exchange. This exchange eventually results in an experienced community. In doing 

so, it contributes to processes of integration, but also the development of a sense of belonging, as the 

attachment to a place is based on social relationships.  

 

6.3 Introducing the ud - Cultural identity politics 
 

During a music night at Mezrab, one of the performers recommended me to take a look at the work of 

Jawa, a 23-year-old female musician from Damascus. This turned out to be a great suggestion. I first 

looked at her performances via online videos. Her fingers shifting between the strings of the wooden 

ud. As I expanded my online research, I found out that there is another reason in particular why Jawa 

stands out. Since she arrived to the Netherlands a few years ago, she has been paving the road to become 

one of the few female well-known ud-players in the Netherlands. Her young age and refugee-

background did not stop her from building a successful and inspiring career in music.  

While waiting for Jawa at the central train station of Amsterdam, I spotted a short girl walking 

in my direction.31 Her long, black, curly hair was dancing in the cold February wind. As she came closer, 

I recognized Jawa’s friendly face from the videos I saw online. On her back rested a huge guitar-shaped 

case, which seemed too large for her to carry. We shook hands. I pointed at her back and asked if she 

brought her instrument with her. ‘Yes, it is my ud, of course’, she answered as she shoved the case 

further over her shoulder. ‘I never go anywhere without it’.  

Jawa told me about her passion for music, and the role that the ud has played during her journey 

towards the Netherlands. In 2012, the unrest in Syria started. As her father was an actor and journalist, 

critical of Assad’s regime, her family decided to flee to Egypt for a better future. Here, she was able to 

continue the music studies she started in Syria. After two years, the family had to relocate to Turkey. As 

they were staying in Turkey illegally, Jawa’s family eventually decided they had to move up north. 

Jawa’s mother left Turkey by herself, crossing the sea by boat, in the hopes to reach European land. One 

 
31 Unless indicated otherwise, this section is entirely based on my interview with Jawa, 18 February 2020.  
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year after she left, her mother was assigned a residence permit, which meant that Jawa’s family could 

claim family reunification. She emphasised how lucky she feels that she was able to take the instrument 

with her. ‘Luckily I am one of the people that could take their instrument with them. I know a lot of 

Syrian colleagues that could not. I am really lucky that I was always with my instrument. It immediately 

makes me feel at home’. To Jawa, the ud is an extension of her body, as part of who she is. Similar to 

Wasim’s experienced empowerment during his journey, playing the ud gave her the strength to continue. 

Its familiarities made her feel as if she belonged wherever she was. 

After settling in the Netherlands in 2015, Jawa’s family was placed in an AZC in Alkmaar. ‘This 

is where I entered a different phase in my feelings for the ud. I suddenly felt that I was responsible to 

show the culture. To explain the culture. To introduce Arabic music … I personally felt that I had to be 

a good example for Arabic music’. I asked her where this experienced responsibility came from.  

 

‘I have gone through a certain experience. This was at one of my concerts when I just arrived to 

the Netherlands, about two or three months before. After the concerts an old man came to talk 

to me. He congratulated me on being able to live without a headscarf. And I thought, wait, what 

is he thinking, why is he saying that? So I said ‘sorry’? And he responded ‘you had a headscarf 

and hijab in Syria, right? And now you can play music freely’. And I thought no, I have never 

worn a hijab, not even my mom did. He said ‘that is what all people in Syria do’. And I thought 

o my god, this person does not know there is people in Syria with hijab, people without, people 

that are religious, and people that are not. He had no idea what he was talking about. So I told 

him: I have never worn a hijab … Then he said ‘luckily you can study music now in the 

Netherlands’. So I asked him again, ‘sorry’? I told him I have been playing since I was 11. He 

responded ‘can you get music lessons there’? And I thought, we have music lessons, a 

conservatory, we can study anything we want. What is wrong with this man? … He gave me the 

feeling that I want to show people the different aspects of Syria. Not everybody does the same 

thing, not everybody wears a headscarf. I wanted to show what the culture entails. That it is a 

diverse culture, with many religions and traditions … I think a lot of people, they do not know 

Syria. They only know about the war, and about what is currently happening. All the difficult 

stuff. But they do not understand that we were a normal country, with culture. That is why I 

always feel I have to be responsible’.  

 

To Jawa, music is a means for her to tell these stories, without using words. Her encounter with that 

man, evoked a responsibility to fight this kind of homogenizing and stereotypical assumptions. The 

experience of feeling stereotyped and misrecognized for who you ‘really’ are, such as indicated by Jawa, 

were similarly addressed by the majority of my participants. Jawa performs music for a Dutch audience, 

in order to introduce society to, what she refers to as, ‘the Arabic culture’. Albeit with different media, 

both Wasim and Jawa engage in politics of recognition, that aims at the recognition of what they 
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understand to be their identity as Syrians living in Amsterdam. Jawa is mobilizing her notion of what 

she understands as a ‘shared Syrian culture’, and thereby marks her Syrian identity. Jawa and other 

participants similar to her are calling for recognition of their identity as they perceive it, instead of the 

images they feel wrongfully represent them as a ‘refugee group’. 
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7. Conclusion 
 

The civil war in Syria that has its roots in 2011 resulted in the settlement of a substantial number of 

Syrian refugees in the city of Amsterdam. Among these displaced individuals are many creatives; theatre 

makers, storytellers, musicians and artists. Through the stories of Elie, Noor, Mudar, Razan, Pegy, 

Esmael, Yara, Ghias, Wasim and Jawa, I have tried to show how their activities within this creative field 

are fundamental in understanding the way in which they experience their daily lives in their ‘new’ 

Amsterdam surroundings. One thing has become especially apparent. My participants are facing great 

difficulties with the way they are portrayed as ‘refugees’. This societal perception of their identities 

makes them feel like they will never really belong. In order to deal with these complexities, they are 

mobilizing cultural arts. Through their art performances, they try to (re-)gain a better sense of the self, 

to deal with the contrasting ways in which others perceive them, and to provoke a sense of belonging. 

 

Building on the notion of ‘Dialectics of Flow and Closure’ by Meyer and Geschiere (Meyer & 

Geschiere, 1999), I have shown that the processes of displacement my participants lived through, are 

part of cultural flow. As identity is dynamic, positional and constructed in negotiation with others, their 

displacements, journeys and resettlements have influenced and shaped the way in which they experience 

their own identity (Taylor, 1994; Easthope, 2009). They perceive their identity as informed by these 

places which reside in different geographical locations, and therefore their notions of belonging are 

challenged. The journeys have generally resulted in questions about who they were, who they are now, 

and if and where they can feel at home.  

Although many of my participants are struggling with how to understand themselves, they are 

also dealing with the ways in which they are perceived within Dutch society. Extensive cultural flows 

have resulted in an experienced threat of local identities, resulting in the establishment of cultural 

closure. In politics and media, refugee flows are denoted as a ‘crisis’, and refugees as a problem and a 

threat. The narrative that is created is part of the bureaucratic production of a ‘refugee identity’ 

(Appadurai, 1995; Zetter, 2007). This constructed ‘refugee identity’ shapes the way my participants are 

perceived within the Dutch society. Often in a homogenizing and stigmatising manner. Generally, this 

perception does not match with the way in which my participants understand their own identity. In their 

view, their Syrian culture and identity is ‘rich’, diverse and developed. Like others, they are simply 

human, with equal value and worth. Although many disagree with the way they are perceived, I have 

also shown that the societal perception of their assigned ‘refugee identity’ has at times resulted in the 

internalization of stigmas and stereotypes, resulting in internal and external alienation. Although in 

Amsterdam attempts were made by social organizations to transform this societal perception of a 

‘refugee identity’ by replacing the label of ‘refugees’ by ‘newcomers’, my ethnography demonstrates 

that these attempts were in vein. As a result, Amsterdam Syrian refugees continue to feel misperceived 

and misunderstood, and still experience various stereotypes and exclusive mechanisms. 
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In response to their challenged sense of a ‘stable’ identity, I have argued that my participants are 

mobilizing ‘folklore’ and ‘popular’ cultural arts in processes of ‘identity politics’. As cultural practices 

are a way to express identities, during their journeys and after their resettlements the arts allow my 

participants to reconnect with something familiar they understand as part of their identity; songs from 

back home, stories they used to tell, food they used to eat. These familiarities make them feel safe and 

at home, like they belong to a certain group. Thereby, it contributes to their understanding of the self in 

a new environment. Furthermore, in many cases, this ‘self’ has been harmed due to traumas of war and 

displacement. Therefore, some participants are also using the arts in what they refer to as ‘therapy’ 

processes. The arts help them deal with their mental health, and subsequently allow them to engage with 

their new surrounding society. 

Moreover, as many participants do not agree with, and more importantly, feel restricted by the 

societal perception of refugees that is part of the ascribed ‘refugee identity’, the performative nature of 

the cultural arts allows them to take part in processes of ‘politics of recognition’ (Taylor, 1994). Through 

their performances, they are marking what they understand as their identities and engaging with their 

audiences. Many participants feel a responsibility to bring people together, and introduce their culture 

in the right way to Dutch society. By mobilizing their art performances, my participants deal with the 

homogenizing and stereotyping assumptions that are inherent to this ascribed ‘refugee identity’, as they 

try to gain a truthful recognition for who they really are.   

As a final conclusion, it is safe to say that Syrian refugees are experiencing a variety of 

difficulties while they try to build a new life in the city of Amsterdam. Their displacements, journeys 

and resettlements have challenged their sense of a ‘stable’ identity. They are often confused about who 

they are, and what to call their home. Moreover, the society that is supposed to become that ‘new home’, 

welcomes them in a conflicting manner. The stigmas and stereotypes that are part of the societal 

perception of refugees shape their – already precarious – existence. Many Syrians hate the way they are 

understood and portrayed, and feel an urge to change this perception. As a way to structure their 

existence, they are increasingly mobilizing a variety of cultural art forms and performances. These arts 

make them feel safe and at home, but more importantly, it allows them to deal with the present excluding 

structures by telling their surroundings about how they understand themselves. In doing so, these 

Syrians, people that had to leave their life as they knew it, are facing yet another conflict. They are 

singlehandedly fighting for an understanding and recognition of who they are.  

I hope my research has provided insights into the structural challenges Amsterdam Syrian 

refugees and refugees in general have to face. My initial goal for the research was to contribute to a 

growing mutual understanding and awareness of culture, identity and belonging in 

contemporary diversifying societies. Although I am confident that these individuals and their 

inexhaustible efforts are able to gradually change the societal perception – and thereby position - of 

refugees, I hope that my research in a way contributes to their journeys towards establishing the dignified 
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‘home’ they desirously long for. A ‘home’ in which they are acknowledged for how they understand 

themselves.  

 

‘We are so much more than a refugee. We are artists, performers, we are human!’32  

 

 

 

 

  

 
32 Interview with Wasim, 19 March 2020.  
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9. Appendix: Notes of an engaged anthropologist   
 
The civil war in Syria has forced many Syrian citizens to flee their country. They had to pack their bags, 

gather only the necessary, and leave everything behind. As a result, many Syrians are facing a variety of 

challenges when settling into their new society in Amsterdam.  

The extensive journeys that Syrian refugees had to travel are diverse: they passed through various 

countries, camps and shelters before eventually settling in Amsterdam. These changing surroundings make 

that many Syrians are confused about who they are and where they belong. Do they now identify as Dutch? 

Or will they forever be Syrian? And what does this mean for their notion of ‘home’? Moreover, as politics 

and media present refer to refugees in the context of the so-called ‘European refugee crisis’, they are often 

perceived as a problem and a threat within Amsterdam society. In other words, their displacements made that 

they are looking for some sort of confirmation about who they are, while at the same time, they feel like the 

receiving society has already made up their minds in a conflicting manner about them. 

 The fact that many Syrians are dealing with the beforementioned issues, becomes apparent in Syrian 

cultural art performances that are rapidly growing in numbers within Amsterdam. On the one hand, as arts 

are the expression of culture, these art performances allow Syrian refugees to figure out what it means to be 

Syrian while living in Amsterdam. The songs, dances and stories from ‘back home’ make them feel like they 

are part of something familiar, while at the same time they are making contact with the new society they are 

now part of. On the other hand, through these art performances Syrians are introducing their culture and 

identity to this new society. Hereby, they are contesting the societal image people have about them. Their 

culture does not only consist of war, terrorism and poverty. By bringing together different groups within 

Amsterdam society they are trying to bridge cultures and stimulate dialogue. In doing so, they try to show 

that the societal perception of refugees is not correct.  

 Through my thesis, I aim to contribute to a growing awareness of where this societal perception of 

Syrian refugees comes from. By providing insights into how this perception is constructed, and how it shapes 

the lives of Amsterdam Syrian refugees, I hope that the exclusive attitudes refugees can change. It is not them 

that are the ‘problem’, they are mere victims of larger political structures, trying to find a way to deal with 

the changes and struggles they encounter. Moreover, I have shown that arts can play an important role in 

such processes. 

As a final note: arts play a fundamental role in understanding the ways in which refugees experience 

their unfolding daily lifeworlds. Therefore, I feel like looking through this ‘lens’ of cultural arts would not 

just be of added value in academia, but also in politics. Governing diversifying societies is a challenge. How 

to stimulate integration while complying to different understandings and needs? My thesis has shown that a 

possible solution can be found expanding on and investing in cultural art projects. Because, as my participants 

continuously emphasized: art has the power to bring people together, to enhance mutual understanding, and 

thereby to improve the ways in which multicultural societies live together.  

 


